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Abstract 

Diversity dynamics remain controversial. It has been suggested that the dynamics are expansionary, such 

that the number of species across regions and clades increases constantly. However, the opposite has also 

been suggested, namely that species numbers are relatively stable, following equilibrial dynamics. Both 

views (expansionary and equilibrial) have been supported by compelling phylogenetic, biogeographic, and 

fossil evidence and, currently, it remains largely unclear how the two seemingly conflicting views could be 

reconciled.  

My dissertation addresses this question, based on the premise that diversity dynamics change 

systematically with scale. Specifically, I hypothesize that expansionary dynamics typify regionally 

distributed, small, and young clades whose diversity tends to expand, driven by a variety of regionally 

relevant factors (e.g. habitat-level adaptation, biotic interactions, or montane shifts leading to ecological 

divergence and speciation). Conversely, equilibrial dynamics typify large, ancient, and globally distributed 

clades, whose diversity is environmentally limited (e.g. by the total amount of resources that can sustain 

only a limited number of populations and species). Consequently, it seems plausible that expansionary 

dynamics may prevail at small geographic (localities, ecoregions), temporal (millions of years), and 

phylogenetic scales (small clades, genera, families, etc.) while equilibrial dynamics may prevail at large 

scales (biomes, continents, hundreds of millions of years, large clades, higher taxa) even though exceptions 

defying these trends are bound to exist as well (e.g. expansion in higher taxa, or saturation in small 

ecoregions).  

In my dissertation, I overview the current state of research on diversity dynamics. Particular attention is 

dedicated to the pressing points of contention (e.g. evidence that supports mutually conflicting results) and 

the emerging trends (e.g. different scales often produce conflicting evidence). With reference to my 

research, published previously and as a part of this dissertation, I argue that diversity dynamics 

systematically vary across taxa, regions, different dimensions of diversity, and across different scales. To 

advance the notion of scale in macroevolution, I define phylogenetic scale and show how it can be 

empirically used to study phylogenetic scale-dependence, phylogenetic scaling, and the domains of 

phylogenetic scale.  

My conclusion is that the views of diversification as an expansionary or an equilibrial, ecologically 

deterministic or stochastic, biotically or abiotically regulated process are not necessarily conflicting. 

In fact, my dissertation attempts to break these dichotomies that often emerge in the literature by showing 

that each of these views might apply over different scales. By explicitly considering the effects of scale in 

macroevolution, we can shift our focus away from the particular dynamics and mechanisms toward the 

rich interplay of processes that together, but over different scales, generate the diversity of species and their 

functional forms.  
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Abstrakt 
 

Dynamika diverzity zůstává kontroverzní. Předpokládá se, že tato dynamika může být expanzivní, takže 

se počet druhů napříč regiony a klady neustále zvyšuje. Přesný opak se nicméně také často uvažuje, a sice 

že počet druhů setrvává v rovnovážném stavu a je do značné míry stabilní. Obě tyto pozice (expanzivní a 

rovnovážná) byly podpořeny přesvědčivými fylogenetickými, biogeografickými a fosilními důkazy a v 

současné době zůstává velmi nejasné, jak smířit tato dvě zdánlivě konfliktní stanoviska. 

 

Právě touto otázkou se zabývá moje dizertace, založená na předpokladu, že dynamika diverzity je 

systematicky proměnlivá. Konkrétně předpokládám, že expanzivní dynamika převládá u regionálně 

rozšířených, malých a mladých kladů, jejichž diverzita zpravidla roste, poháněna celou řadou regionálně 

relevantních faktorů (např. lokálními adaptacemi uvnitř habitatů, biotickými interakcemi, nebo 

ekologickou divergencí a speciací v horských masivech). Naopak rovnovážná dynamika převládá u 

velkých, starých a celosvětově rozšířených kladů, jejichž diverzita je omezena podmínkami prostředí (např. 

celkovým množstvím zdrojů, které uživí jen omezený počet populací a druhů). V důsledku je tedy možné, 

že expanzivní dynamika převládá na malých zeměpisných (lokality, ekoregiony), časových (milióny let) a 

fylogenetických škálách (malé taxony, rody, čeledě, atp.), zatímco rovnovážná dynamika převládá na 

velkých škálách (biomy, kontinenty, stovky milionů let, velké taxony), přestože se nutně budou objevovat 

i výjimky odporující těmto širším trendům (např. expanze u vyšších taxonů nebo saturace v malých 

ekoregionech). 

 

Ve své dizertaci se zabývám současným stavem výzkumu dynamiky diverzity, se zvláštním důrazem na 

naléhavé sporné body (např. vědecké doklady podporující vzájemně konfliktních závěry) a nově 

vyvstávající trendy (např. různé škály často vedou ke konfliktním závěrům). S odkazem na svůj vlastní 

výzkum, který byl publikován dříve anebo jako součást této dizertace, argumentuji, že systematicky různá 

dynamika platí pro různé taxony, regiony, dimenze diverzity a pro různé škály. Moje empirická práce 

podporuje tento argument a dokládá, že expanzivní dynamika dominuje na malých škálách, zatímco 

rovnovážná dynamika dominuje na velkých škálách. Abychom mohli dále postoupit s pojetím škály v 

makroevoluci, definuji fylogenetickou škálu a ukazuji, jak může být empiricky využita pro studium 

fylogenetických škálových závislostí, fylogenetického škálování a domén fylogenetické škály. 

 

Závěrem pak dokládám, že názory na diverzifikaci jakožto expanzivní nebo rovnovážný, ekologicky 

deterministický nebo stochastický, bioticky nebo abioticky regulovaný proces nejsou ve své podstatě 

konfliktní. Moje dizertace se pokouší překonat tyto dichotomie tím, že ilustruje, nakolik každý z těchto 

pohledů může být validní přes různé škály. Budeme-li explicitně zohledňovat škálové efekty v 

makroevoluci, můžeme odvrátit svou pozornost od konkrétních mechanismů a dynamiky směrem k 

bohaté souhře procesů, které společně, ale přes různé škály, vytvářejí rozmanitost druhů a jejich funkčních 

forem. 
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Diversity dynamics - the controversy 

Diversity dynamics are defined by two processes, species origination (speciation) and loss (extinction). 

Combined, these two processes are known as evolutionary diversification (Raup, 1985; Nee et al., 1992; 

Magallon & Sanderson, 2001; Ricklefs, 2007; Morlon, 2014), capturing the net change in species numbers 

within regions and within clades. The dynamics of 

diversity and diversification have generated, at least in 

part, the dramatic differences in species diversity around 

the world and across the tree of life (Figure 1) that have 

amazed, inspired, and puzzled biologists since Humboldt, 

Darwin, and Wallace (Darwin, 1859; Wallace, 1878; 

Stanley, 1979; Rosenzweig, 1995).  

Diversity dynamics have been the subject of much interest 

among biologists (Dobzhansky, 1950; Raup & Sepkoski, 

1982; Schluter, 2000; Coyne & Orr, 2004), newly 

galvanized by the reports on rapidly progressing changes 

in climatic regimes, land use, and biogeochemical cycles, 

whose impacts on species diversity might be enormous 

(IPBES, EU 2020 Biodiversity Strategy). The heightened 

interest in diversity dynamics has been further 

compounded by modern technologies that have only recently allowed researchers to infer the rates of 

speciation, extinction, and diversification from the ever more complete and accurate molecular phylogenies 

(O’Meara, 2012), combined with remotely sensed high-resolution climatic and geographic data, using 

complex statistics (Bayesian, likelihood, coalescent inference) implemented at supercomputers (Morlon, 

2014; Rabosky, 2014; Hohna et al., 2016). Lately, diversification research has been particularly progressive 

and timely, but also of an arguably greater than ever economic and policy-making value (Purvis, 2008; 

Condamine et al., 2013).  

This combination of factors (biological interest, societal need, technological tools) has led to an explosion 

of research into diversity dynamics that has generated a wealth of empirical results (O’Meara, 2012; Morlon, 

2014; Machac et al., 2018). The new results, however, have proved hard to integrate and have often been 

interpreted as mutually conflicting (Cornell, 2013; Harmon & Harrison, 2015; Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015). 

The conflicts currently prevent a clear understanding of diversity dynamics, necessary for a strong theory 

of macroevolution (Jablonski, 2007; Cornell, 2013; Schluter & Pennell, 2017), but they also hamper efficient 

biodiversity management, policy-making, and modeling for future (IPBES, EU 2020 Biodiversity Strategy). 

In this dissertation, I summarize the previously reported empirical results (phylogenetic, fossil, and 

biogeographic) and divide their biological interpretations into two views of the diversification process, 

which can be conveniently characterized as expansionary and equilibrial (Figure 2). With reference to my 

Figure 1. Differential dynamics of speciation and 

extinction generate dramatic contrasts in species 

diversity across regions (A) and clades (B). Colors 

reflect relative diversity (A) and diversification (B) 

in corvoid passerines (C) (unpublished results). 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 
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own work, published previously (e.g. 

Machac et al., 2012, 2013; Jønsson et al., 

2017; Machac & Graham, 2017) and as a 

part of this dissertation (Oliveira et al., 

2016; Graham et al., 2018; Machac et al., 

2018), I attempt to reconcile the two views 

and the large body of seemingly 

conflicting results that currently prevent a 

unified understanding of diversity 

dynamics.  

 

Expansionary view 

It has been suggested that the number of species across regions and clades increases constantly (Willis, 

1922; Benton & Emerson, 2007; Hedges et al., 2015). Under this view, which we can refer to as expansionary, 

diversification is perceived as a practically clock-like process that might be occasionally perturbed (e.g. by 

regional extinctions, mountain uplifts, or sea level fluctuations) but, ultimately, generates an ever 

increasing richness of species in the long run (Benton & Emerson, 2007; Wiens, 2011; Hedges et al., 2015).  

Expansionary dynamics have been supported by phylogenetic evidence, fossil record and community-

level analyses. Molecular phylogenies often show diversification slowdowns, suggesting that species 

accumulate within taxa (or at least within their molecular phylogenies) at a decreasing rate but without 

any clear signs of saturation (McPeek, 2008; Morlon et al., 2010). These slowdowns have been interpreted 

as evidence that the number of species might gradually accumulate over time even though the process itself 

might be slowing (Wiens, 2011; Machac et al., 2013; Moen & Morlon, 2014). The fossil record also reveals an 

obvious increase in species numbers in the long run (Benton & Emerson, 2007). For example, the number 

of families of vascular land plants, marine invertebrates, non-marine tetrapods, and insects has increased 

more than 10-fold over the last 400 millions of years (Benton, 1997; Benton & Emerson, 2007). Finally, 

species numbers might not increase only within taxa (molecular phylogenies, fossil families, etc.) but also 

within regions. Steady increase in the local richness over dozens of millions of years has been reported for 

hylid frogs, Tibetan ciprinids, Appalachian salamanders, Mesoamerican salamanders, and North American 

turtles (Stephens & Wiens, 2003; McPeek & Brown, 2007; Smith et al., 2007; Li et al., 2009) and further 

corroborated by the fact that few local communities today are saturated and typically can accommodate 

new species (Sax et al., 2007).  

Under the expansionary dynamics, diversity patterns (across regions, clades) have a substantial 

historical and evolutionary component (Willis, 1922; Ricklefs & Schluter, 1994) and cannot be fully 

understood in isolation from the unique historical events, circumstances, and processes that may have 

markedly contributed to the formation of these patterns. For example, many taxa reach their highest 

richness in the region of their historical origin, from which they have later spread to other regions (Willis, 

(B) (A) 

Figure 2. Schematic summary of the two conflicting views of 

diversification dynamics: expansionary (A) and equilibrial (B). 
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1922; Fisher, 1961; Wiens & Donoghue, 2004). During this process of spreading, which has often been 

hindered by the conservatism of the taxa’s ecological niches (Wiens & Graham, 2005; Pyron et al., 2015), 

these taxa have gradually accumulated species (the time-for-speciation hypothesis) (Stephens & Wiens, 

2003) and, consequently, produced a geographic gradient in species diversity (Wiens et al., 2010; Pyron et 

al., 2015; Marin et al., 2018). This scenario has likely applied to many contemporary higher  taxa (mammals, 

birds, amphibians) whose diversity stems in the Cretaceous Terrestrial Revolution (125-80 mya) (Roelants 

et al., 2007; Lloyd et al., 2008; Meredith et al., 2011). The Revolution was typified by the worldwide 

distribution of tropical forests, which have presumably afforded the geographic area and time necessary 

for the massive accumulation of species. During the later global cooling, the tropical forests (together with 

their many resident species) have retracted to and concentrated in the equatorial regions (Schluter, 2016), 

thus largely contributing to the formation of the arguably most conspicuous diversity pattern, the 

latitudinal diversity gradient (Fisher, 1961; Pianka, 1966; Rohde, 1992; Mittelbach et al., 2007). Much like the 

Cretaceous Revolution, other historically unique events (e.g. the formation of geographic barriers, sea level 

fluctuations, historical dispersals, extinctions events) may also have shaped diversity patterns, at least 

across some regions and taxa (Figure 3). The geographic configuration of land and sea in the Indo-West 

Pacific during Eocene (55 mya) reportedly fostered the diversification of mangroves (Ricklefs & Latham, 

1994). Consequently, the region hosts several times more species and functional types of mangroves than 

the climatically similar Afrotropics and Neotropics, whose historical geography was not conducive to the 

diversification of mangroves 

(Ricklefs & Latham, 1994). In 

a similar vein, temperate 

trees are significantly more 

diverse in North America 

than in Europe, and this 

striking difference is 

typically attributed to the 

shape of the montane ranges 

across the two continents that 

either facilitated 

(longitudinal shape of ranges 

in North America) or 

hindered (latitudinal shapes 

in Europe) the range shifts 

necessary for tree species to 

evade cold climates and 

extinction during the 

Quaternary climatic 

oscillations (Ricklefs & 

Schluter, 1994).  

Figure 3. The diversity of species and functional forms of mangroves differs markedly 

between the Atlantic and the Indo-West Pacific (C) due presumably to the different 

configuration of land and sea during Eocene (55 mya) (A). The grid (C) captures the 

relative filling of functional niches by mangroves (B) along two potentially key axes: 

tidal height and distance within estuary (after Ricklefs & Latham, 1994). 

(B) (A) 

(C) 
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These examples together support the view of diversification as an expansionary process (Wiens, 2011; 

Fine, 2015; Hedges et al., 2015; Marin et al., 2018) during which species accumulate at steady rates even 

though the accumulation may be occasionally perturbed by historical events which, in turn, are key for our 

understanding of the geographically and phylogenetically uneven distribution of species diversity 

(Ricklefs & Schluter, 1994; Qian & Ricklefs, 2000; Wiens & Donoghue, 2004; Kozak & Wiens, 2012; Fine, 

2015). The diversification process consequently may be perceived as highly stochastic (i.e. punctuated by 

the occasional episodes of explosive radiations and extinctions), historically contingent (i.e. dependent on 

many historically unique events), with major patterns of diversity being shaped by abiotic forces (e.g. plate 

tectonics, climatic oscillations, biome expansions and contractions), producing anomalies and patterns that 

are idiosyncratic rather than repeatable and equilibrial. 

 

Equilibrial view 

Diversity dynamics may follow trajectories that are, at least in part, repetitive and predictably 

dependent on environmental conditions (Figure 2). Environmental energy and resources may set the 

number of individuals, viable populations, and species that any given region can sustain (more individuals 

hypothesis) (Wright, 1983; Currie, 1991; Rosenzweig, 1995; Oliveira et al., 2016) or set the number of 

ecological niches that largely predetermine the number of species that can coexist within the region (niche 

filling hypothesis) (MacArthur & MacArthur, 1961; Pianka, 1966; Evans et al., 2005; Oliveira et al., 2016). 

The number of species within a region is therefore expected to converge toward an equilibrial diversity, 

environmentally set by regional conditions (climate, productivity, etc.). Regional diversity can be 

occasionally perturbed (e.g. by plate tectonics, climatic oscillations, extinction events). But the 

perturbations are promptly negated by compensatory effects (e.g. accelerated speciation, suppressed 

extinction) that predictably drive regional diversity toward its equilibrial value (Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015).  

Evidence for equilibrial dynamics has been reported from molecular phylogenies, fossil record, and 

comparative biogeography. The prevalence of diversification slowdowns in molecular phylogenies, which 

occasionally precede saturation (McPeek, 2008; Phillimore & Price, 2008; Machac et al., 2013), has been 

interpreted by some studies as support that the diversity of a clade tends toward an equilibrium, especially 

within geographically constrained regions (e.g. during adaptive radiations on a newly colonized island) 

(Schluter, 2000; Rabosky & Glor, 2010;  Rabosky, 2013). Another argument for equilibrial dynamics comes 

from the fact that the age and richness of higher taxa are rarely positively correlated, which has been argued 

to indicate environmental constraints on the diversification of higher taxa (Rabosky, 2009a; Rabosky et al., 

2012). The fossil record often shows signs of compensatory dynamics, whereby fossil diversity rebounds 

after a mass extinction (Sepkoski, 1981; Alroy et al., 2008) even though whether the rebounds constitute 

compelling evidence for diversity equilibria is still debated (Benton & Emerson, 2007; Stanley, 2007; 

Harmon & Harrison, 2015). Finally, comparative biogeography provides many examples of taxa with 

dramatically different histories (e.g. mammals, birds, amphibians, angiosperms) converging on similar 

diversity patterns (Figure 4) (Rosenzweig, 1995; Hawkins et al., 2003, 2012) that are statistically related to 
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regional climate and to various proxies for 

regional resources (Hawkins et al., 2003; 

Evans et al., 2005), implying that 

environmental conditions produce 

repeatable patterns of diversity across taxa 

(mammals, birds, reptiles, angiosperms, 

etc.) and continents (South America, Africa, 

South-East Asia, etc.).  

Under the equilibrial dynamics, newly 

colonized regions are presumed to afford 

unused niches and resources (Simpson, 

1953; MacArthur & Wilson, 1967; 

Rosenzweig, 1995), which foster the 

proliferation of species and their functional 

forms short after the colonization event 

(Simpson, 1953). New species emerge fast 

because they can readily ecologically 

diverge along the many axes of the 

previously unoccupied niche space, which 

results in increased speciation (Simpson, 

1953; Schluter, 2000; Gavrilets & Losos, 

2009). As regional resources become appropriated, competition between the newly emerging species 

increases and starts to limit the size of their respective populations. Because population size scales 

negatively with extinction risk, the extinction rate within the region gradually increases (Machac et al., 2013; 

Rabosky, 2013; Machac et al., 2018). During this process, diversification slows down and, eventually, the 

rates of extinction and speciation balance out (Morlon et al., 2010; Moen & Morlon, 2014), such that new 

species originate only when others had previously gone extinct, which leads to a dynamic equilibrium in 

regional diversity (Simpson, 1953; Walker & Valentine, 1984; Van Valen, 1985; Rabosky, 2013). Numerous 

variations of this scenario have been reported from empirical systems, including the radiations of 

Caribbean anoles, whose diversification has slowed down markedly since their colonization of Cuba, 

Jamaica, Porto Rico, and Hispaniola (Losos & Ricklefs, 2009) and the strength of these slowdowns seems to 

scale negatively with island size (which presumably represents the total amount of island resources) 

(Rabosky & Glor, 2010). Other examples include Madagascan vangas, whose rapid radiation produced 

species with morphologies so disparate that they span nearly the entire morphospace of passerines 

(Jønsson et al., 2012), or Australian honeyeaters, whose radiation unfolded largely in sympatry with their 

close relatives, presumably owing to the honeyeaters’ discovery of a new regional resource through 

nectarivory (Keast, 1985; Miller et al., 2016). It has also been shown that some higher taxa, e.g. within 

mammals, are saturated at their equilibrial diversity, which is predictably set by environmental conditions 

(Machac et al., 2018). 

Figure 4. Taxa with dramatically different evolutionary histories, such 

as birds (A) and mammals (B), sometimes converge toward similar 

diversity patterns (simplified from Hawkins et al., 2012).  

(A) (B) 

(C) 
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These examples together portray diversification as a bounded process, which generates diversity only 

within the ecological constraints of a given region or clade. Indeed, these constrains occasionally break 

down due to key innovations (which raise the total amount of resources available within a region), 

colonization events (which expand the resource base for a clade), or mass extinctions (which release 

resources from former competitors) (Simpson, 1953; Schluter, 2000; Losos & Ricklefs, 2009; Yoder et al., 

2010). However, the equilibrial dynamics respond quickly to these changes and soon again stabilize 

regional and clade diversity at a new equilibrium. The diversification process consequently may be 

perceived as rather deterministic (i.e. showing predictable responses to resource availability, colonization 

events, or mass extinctions), environmentally constrained (i.e. dependent on several key factors of large 

effect), with major patterns of diversity being shaped by biotic forces (esp. competition between species for 

limited resources), producing repeatable and consistent patterns of diversity across taxa and continents.  

 

Reconciling the dynamics and their possible scale-dependence  

The dichotomous definition of expansionary and equilibrial dynamics is useful because it facilitates the 

formulation of clear testable hypotheses, predetermines the setup of empirical analyses, makes the 

interpretation of the results more tractable, and produces first-level approximations of the dynamics that 

operate under different circumstances (e.g. within different taxa, regions, scales). Like any dichotomy, 

however, it should not be perceived categorically and taken to the extreme. The sheer amount of evidence 

accumulated so far demonstrates that both types of dynamics are rather common and might often apply. 

The key challenge therefore is not to decide which of the two views is correct (expansionary or equilibrial), 

but rather when specifically each view is most powerful to explain the evolution of diversity patterns. 

Currently, however, there is no clear consensus as to the circumstances under which the two types of 

dynamics tend to emerge (Wiens, 2011; Cornell, 2013; Harmon & Harrison, 2015; Rabosky & Hurlbert, 

2015). Reconciling the two views is therefore not trivial and has remained largely elusive. It is possible that 

the dynamics principally differ, depending on the taxon, region, dimension of diversity, or depending on 

scale. Previous research has often reported expansionary dynamics for ectotherms, including fish (ray-

finned ciprinids) (Li et al., 2009), amphibians (hylid frogs, plethodontid salamanders) (Wiens et al., 2009; 

Hutter et al., 2017), and reptiles (emydid turtles, phrynosomatic lizards) (Stephens & Wiens, 2003; Wiens et 

al., 2013). Endotherms, such as birds and mammals, are often reported to show equilibrial dynamics 

(Belmaker & Jetz, 2015; Rabosky et al., 2015; Oliveira et al., 2016; Machac et al., 2018). It is therefore possible 

that endotherms, with low energy requirements, slow life-histories, typically positioned toward the bottom 

of the trophic pyramid (e.g. fishes, amphibians, reptiles) are not strongly limited by environmental energy 

and resources (Evans et al., 2005) which allow for further growth of their diversity. In contrast, further 

growth of diversity might be more restricted in taxa with stringent energetic constraints, through which 

much of the energy within ecosystems flows because of their position toward the top of the trophic pyramid 

(e.g. mammals, birds) (Evans et al., 2005). Nonetheless, some counterevidence exist, suggesting that 
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endotherm diversity might be growing (Marin & Hedges, 2016; Scholl & Wiens, 2016) while ectotherms, 

especially on islands, might occasionally reach their equilibrium diversity (Rabosky & Glor, 2010). 

Another possibility is that different dynamics apply across different regions, especially across islands 

and continents (MacArthur & Wilson, 1967; Benton, 1997; Wiens, 2015). The continental settings are 

relatively open, allowing species to expand geographically and diverge ecologically through local 

adaptation within habitat patches, elevational bands, or microclimatic conditions (Rosenzweig, 1995; Qian 

& Ricklefs, 2000). Island settings are comparatively restrictive, allowing only limited potential for 

geographic (due to the limited size of the island) and ecological (due to the limited number of distinct 

habitats, elevational or microclimatic conditions) divergence. Consequently, islands as closed and 

relatively simplistic systems likely impose stronger restrictions on diversification and expedite the 

establishment of a diversity equilibrium (MacArthur & Wilson, 1967; Rabosky & Glor, 2010; Warren et al., 

2015). Continental systems, in contrast, with the abundance of opportunities for ecological differentiation, 

adaptation, and speciation, allow for more complex dynamics, within which it might take longer for 

diversity to equilibriate, and the presumed equilibrium might be relatively unstable (e.g. shifting due to 

the continuous emergence of new adaptations, niche construction, ecosystem engineering, etc.), producing 

dynamics that are predominantly expansionary (Vermeij, 1994; Benton, 1997; Erwin, 2008). Indeed, 

equilibrial dynamics have often been reported from islands, including the Caribbean anoles, Madagascan 

Figure 5. Functional diversity of mammals (B) is markedly higher in the Afrotropics (D) than in the Neotropics (A). This 

difference presumably results from the fact that the Afrotropical fauna is older and has had more time to functionally diverge, 

than the relatively younger Neotropical fauna (C). Despite these differences, both regions host a similar number of mammal 

species (after Oliveira, Machac, et al., 2016). Panel (C) indicates species diversity (SR), functional diversity (FD), evolutionary 

time (EvolTime), diversification rate (DivRate) and regional productivity (AET), as detailed in Oliveira, Machac, et al.(2016). 

 

(A) 
(B) 

(C) 
(D) 
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vangas, or Hawaiian honeycreepers (Losos & Ricklefs, 2009; Rabosky & Glor, 2010; Jønsson et al., 2012), 

while continental systems rarely show clear support for an equilibrium and, instead, indicate expansion or 

a mixture of dynamics (Benton & Emerson, 2007; Hutter et al., 2017; Marin et al., 2018).  

Different dimensions of diversity might also conform to different dynamics. Oliveira, Machac, et al. 

(2016), for example, studied the dynamics of species and functional diversity in mammals (Figure 5). They 

found that species diversity was equilibrial and dependent on environmental conditions. Environmental 

conditions presumably set the total amount of resources that, consequently, translate into the total number 

of individuals, viable populations, and species that a given region can sustain (Wright, 1983; Currie, 1991). 

Functional diversity of mammals, in contrast, was expansionary, dependent on the evolutionary history of 

the region. Regions with old faunas, which have had substantial time for functional divergence (e.g. the 

Afrotropics), showed significantly higher functional diversity than comparably species-rich regions with a 

relatively young fauna of mammals (e.g. the Neotropics) (Oliveira et al., 2016). These results illustrate that 

different mechanisms (e.g. regional resources and the time needed for functional divergence) (Wright, 1983; 

Wiens & Graham, 2005) might produce principally different dynamics (equilibrial and expansionary) 

across different dimensions of diversity (species and functional)  (Oliveira et al., 2016).  

 Finally, some evidence suggests that diversity dynamics might be scale-dependent (Figure 6). 

Expansionary dynamics have often been detected in small clades (emydid turtles, hylid frogs, 

phrynosomatic lizards, etc.) that span limited phylogenetic (families, orders) temporal (several million 

years) and geographic scales (mostly localities, habitats) (Smith et al., 2007; Li et al., 2009; Wiens et al., 2009, 

2013; Hutter et al., 2017). In contrast, equilibrial dynamics seem to predominate in higher taxa (mammals, 

birds, etc.), or across extensive phylogenetic (classes), temporal (dozens of millions of years) and 

geographic scales (biomes, continents) (Hawkins et al., 2003; Rabosky, 2009b; Hawkins et al., 2012; Rabosky 

et al., 2012; Belmaker & Jetz, 2015). 

The possible scale-dependence is 

further corroborated by molecular 

and fossil evidence. Molecular 

phylogenies reveal that 

diversification in most of the taxa 

examined (spanning chordates, 

arthropods, mollusks, and 

magnoliophytes) transitions from the 

phase of an unbounded expansion 

toward diversification slowdowns 

and, sometimes, saturation, typified 

by a diversity equilibrium (McPeek, 

2008; Phillimore & Price, 2008; 

Morlon et al., 2010; Machac et al., 

2013, 2018). These dynamics are not 

uncommon on islands (Losos & 

Figure 6. Empirical results for mammals suggest that diversification progresses 

from an unbounded expansion, toward slowdowns and saturation. Each of these 

three diversification phases is governed by different mechanisms (involving 

topography, climate, biotic interactions, etc.) which together produce scale-

dependent diversity dynamics (Machac et al., 2018). 
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Ricklefs, 2009; Rabosky & Glor, 2010; Jønsson et al., 2012) and in the fossil record (Raup & Sepkoski, 1982; 

Van Valen, 1985; Alroy, 1996; Sepkoski, 1998; Alroy et al., 2008; Silvestro et al., 2015) where diversification 

also tends to transition between multiple phases, often from an unbounded expansion toward slowdowns, 

saturation and, eventually, a decline.  

Under this interpretation, the two views of diversification (expansionary and equilibrial) are not mutually 

exclusive in the sense that they would apply in different settings, e.g. within different regions (islands, 

continents) or taxa (ectotherms, endotherms), as outlined above (Rosenzweig, 1995; Benton, 1997; Evans et 

al., 2005; Benton & Emerson, 2007; Rabosky & Glor, 2010; Moen & Morlon, 2014; Oliveira et al., 2016). Rather, 

they represent different phases of the same diversification process and, consequently, might be detected 

across different segments of the same phylogeny. Empirical evidence for this possibility has been recently 

reported by Machac et al. (2018). Integrating multiple types of data (phylogenetic, geographic, 

environmental) and methods (Bayesian, likelihood, regression models), the authors found that mammal 

diversification transitioned predictably between three different phases (unbounded expansion, 

slowdowns, saturation) and that each phase was governed by systematically different mechanisms 

(involving climate, topography, and species interactions) which together produced scale-dependent 

diversity dynamics (Graham et al., 2018; Machac et al., 2018). These results may begin to reconcile the 

growing body of seemingly conflicting evidence, currently suggesting that diversity dynamics are either 

expansionary or equilibrial, stochastic or ecologically deterministic, biotically or abiotically regulated 

(Wiens, 2011; Cornell, 2013; Rabosky, 2013; Harmon & Harrison, 2015; Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015), by taking 

into account the concept of scale which, to date, has rarely been considered in macroevolution (Jablonski, 

2007; Graham et al., 2018).  

The notion of scale-dependence needs to be further conceptually refined, developed and empirically 

examined (Graham et al., 2018; Machac et al., 2018). While much of the previous work reports expansionary 

dynamics for small scales (temporal, geographic, phylogenetic) and equilibrial dynamics for large scales 

(e.g. biomes, continents, dozens of millions of years, classes, phylla, etc.), it is easy to recognize that the 

dynamics are likely more complex. For example, mammal diversification may be equilibrial because their 

life history (key adaptations, physiology, metabolic parameters) allows them access to a range of resources 

limited at the scale of mammal evolution (i.e. dozens of millions of years within the boundaries of biomes 

and continents). However, taxa higher than mammals (e.g. tetrapods, vertebrates, chordates) might not be 

constrained in terms of their diversification (Hedges et al., 2015; Marin & Hedges, 2016; Scholl & Wiens, 

2016) because evolutionary innovations emerging over the course of their evolution, ranging extensive 

temporal, geographic, and phylogenetic scales (e.g. typified by major transitions in the biosphere, involving 

the rise of angiosperms or C4 photosynthesis), are likely to break down any possible limits on their 

diversification before these limits are reached (Machac & Graham, 2017; Machac et al., 2018). Moreover, 

higher taxa (e.g. tetrapods, vertebrates, chordates) often span species that can reciprocally generate 

resources for each other through mutualisms, niche construction, or ecological engineering (Jones et al., 

1994; Vermeij, 1994; Erwin, 2008). Machac and Graham (2017), for example, show that regional diversity 

might suppress regional diversification over small phylogenetic scales (where species are ecologically 

similar and therefore likely to compete with each other for resources), but the opposite applies across an 
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extensive range of phylogenetic scales (where species are ecologically so disparate that they might create 

resources for each other) (Machac & Graham, 2017). In a similar vein, lower taxa (e.g. carnivorans, 

artiodactyls, or primates within mammals) might not always follow an unbounded expansion and, instead, 

show a mixture of dynamics, including expansion and declines, which together produce saturation at the 

phylogenetic scale of mammals as whole (Machac et al., 2018).  

Taken together, these arguments demonstrate the possible complexity of diversity dynamics across 

scales. Even though empirical work suggests an equilibrium at large scales (e.g. mammals) and expansion 

at small scales (e.g. clades within mammals) (Machac et al., 2018), further work is needed to investigate 

diversity dynamics across an extended range of scales (e.g. ranging tetrapods, vertebrates, vascular plants, 

and other higher taxa) but also to investigate how the dynamics combine and compound across scales (e.g. 

unbounded expansion, slowdowns, saturation, and diversity declines) to produce to dynamics observed 

at the scale of the taxon of interest. Despite the need for further research, the results compiled so far 

illustrate that diversification dynamics may change systematically with scale (Machac et al., 2018), such that 

scale may be a potentially powerful concept to disentangle the perplexing interplay of mechanisms and 

dynamics that together generate the dramatic differences in species diversity across regions and clades 

(Graham et al., 2018).  

 

Scale in macroevolution  

The concept of scale has rarely been considered in macroevolution, even though much research today 

relies on molecular phylogenies (Wiens & Graham, 2005; Ricklefs, 2007; O’Meara, 2012; Morlon, 2014), and 

it is becoming increasingly clear that many patterns and processes change across the phylogeny (Graham 

et al., 2018). Unlike the concepts of geographic and temporal scale, which have been long recognized and 

well-developed (Wiens, 1989; Levin, 1992; Chave, 2013), phylogenetic scale remains largely overlooked. 

Yet, it is possible that its rigorous and more explicit treatment might advance the field significantly, much 

like the introduction of geographic and temporal scale did 30 years ago (Wiens, 1989; Levin, 1992; Chave, 

2013).  

In the simplest sense, phylogenetic scale is defined by the hierarchy of clades (Figure 7). Phylogenetic 

trees capture such hierarchy, whereby small clades are nested within large clades (Graham, Storch & 

Machac 2018). Similarly, in the case of geographic scale, ecoregions represent a small scale nested within 

the larger scales of biomes and continents (Wiens, 1989; Chave, 2013; Graham et al., 2018). However, we 

often need to define phylogenetic scale for clades that are not mutually nested, in which case we need to 

rely on some standardized measures of scale, such as clade size, clade age, or the degree of molecular and 

phenotypic divergence (e.g. defined by the total amount of nucleotide substitutions or derived characters 

within a clade) (Storch, 2016; Graham et al., 2018). Under the concept of phylogenetic scale, we can further 

distinguish between grain (= the scale of the smallest unit of analysis) and extent (= the scale that 

encompasses all the units analyzed) (Graham et al., 2018).    
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 Once phylogenetic scale is defined, we can study various attributes of interest across scales (e.g. 

diversification rates, rates of niche evolution, life-history trade-offs, correlations between ecological 

variables) (Figure 8). In principle, these attributes can vary in three different ways (Graham et al., 2018). 

First, they can be scale-dependent, such that they change from one scale to another without any clear trend 

(e.g. the rate of niche evolution changes randomly with phylogenetic scale, defined in terms of clade size). 

Second, the attribute can show systematic changes with scale, or scaling (e.g. diversification rate 

systematically declines with clade size). In this case, we can upscale or downscale the attribute of interest, 

thus predicting its values for scales not covered by the phylogeny at hand, provided that the scaling can be 

described mathematically (Storch, 2016; Graham et al., 2018). Finally, the attribute can change abruptly 

between scales, allowing us to define domains of scale (e.g. life-history trade-offs change abruptly at the 

phylogenetic scale that covers the evolution of a key innovation, such as endothermy, herbivory, or flight). 

By definition, the attribute stays largely unchanged within the domains, but shifts dramatically between 

them. Phylogenetic domains can be defined statistically (based on the statistically identified changes in the 

attribute of interest) or biologically (based on the known natural history of the group, as often done by 

taxonomists who aim to delimit taxa that would be the most biologically meaningful). Together, these three 

concepts (phylogenetic scale-dependence, scaling, and the domains of scale) might enrich the ongoing 

research into the variation across a range of attributes (e.g. diversification rates, phylogenetic signal and 

the strength of niche conservatism, phylogenetic structure of ecological communities, correlations between 

morphological traits, etc.) (e.g. Harmon et al., 2010; Ronquist & Sanmartin, 2011; Munkemuller et al., 2014; 

Rabosky, 2014), including insights into the mechanisms that underlie the variation (e.g. key innovations, 

historical dispersals, shifts in life-history trade-offs).  

Figure 7. Phylogenetic scale captures the hierarchy of clades within a phylogeny (bottom panel). Under the concept of scale, we 

can further distinguish phylogenetic grain (the scale of the smallest unit of the analysis) and phylogenetic extent (the scale that 

covers all the elementary units), whose definition is analogous to the definition of grain and extent in the spatial context (top 

panel). Grain, extent, but also the scale itself can be purposefully varied to generate insights into the mechanisms and processes 

behind an attribute of interest (e.g. diversification rate, life-history trade-offs) (taken from Graham, Storch & Machac, 2018). 
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 Phylogenetic scale differs principally from temporal scale because it captures the hierarchy of clades 

(Jablonski, 2007; Graham et al., 2018). Consequently, clades of the same age that necessarily range the same 

temporal scale might encompass very different phylogenetic scales, provided that a time-independent 

measure of scale is used (such as the degree of phenotypic divergence within the clade, which might be 

useful, for example, in studies that need to delimit clades comparable in terms of their phenotypic 

evolution) (Graham et al., 2018). Even though phylogenetic, temporal, and geographic scales will often be 

related (e.g. evolution of higher taxa often spans deep-time events and geographically most of the world), 

Figure 8. Many attributes of interest vary across the phylogeny, including diversity gradients (A), correlations between life-

history traits (B), diversification dynamics (C), statistical relationships (D) (Graham, Storch & Machac, 2018). 
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there are notable cases of decoupling (e.g. recent radiations within select taxa, such as grasses or rodents, 

that have had global geographic footprint). Indeed, the concept of phylogenetic scale needs to be further 

formally developed and empirically explored. However, the groundwork laid down to date (Benton & 

Emerson, 2007; Jablonski, 2007; Benton, 2009; Graham et al., 2018) showcases the promise of scale-based 

research, illustrating how it can enrich our understanding of macroevolution, much like geographic and 

temporal scale did in biogeography, community and landscape ecology only three decades ago (Wiens, 

1989; Levin, 1992; Chave, 2013).  

 

Conclusion 

Diversity dynamics constitute one of the central puzzles in evolutionary biology. Much of the previous 

research presented the dynamics as either expansionary or equilibrial, ecologically deterministic or 

stochastic, biotically or abiotically regulated (Wiens, 2011; Cornell, 2013; Rabosky, 2013; Harmon & 

Harrison, 2015; Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015). My dissertation attempts to break these dichotomies by 

illustrating how these seemingly conflicting reports can be reconciled, based on the concept of scale 

(Graham et al., 2018; Machac et al., 2018).  

Employing mammals as my model system (Oliveira et al., 2016; Graham et al., 2018; Machac et al., 2018), I 

showed that different types of dynamics (expansionary or equilibrial) prevail over different phylogenetic 

scales (Machac et al., 2018), that the dynamics may be deterministic and ecologically regulated at large 

scales, but stochastic and abiotically regulated at small scales (Machac et al., 2018), and that different 

dynamics may apply to different dimensions of diversity (species and functional) (Oliveira et al., 2016). 

Further, I defined phylogenetic scale specifically for the purposes of evolutionary research, including the 

concepts of phylogenetic scale-dependence, phylogenetic scaling, and the domains of scale (Graham et al., 

2018).   

Further investigation into the dynamics of diversity is needed, potentially involving a wider range of 

taxa and scales (e.g. tetrapods, amniotes, angiosperms), using more types of more detailed data (e.g. high-

resolution maps and phylogenies, functional traits, fossils) (Oliveira et al., 2016; Graham et al., 2018; Machac 

et al., 2018). However, the results presented and discussed in my dissertation (Machac et al., 2013; Oliveira 

et al., 2016; Machac & Graham, 2017; Graham et al., 2018; Machac et al., 2018) motivate such future efforts 

and uncover promising avenues for further investigation (esp. research across scales) (Graham et al., 2018; 

Machac et al., 2018). Future cross-scale research might, consequently, turn our focus away from the 

particular mechanisms and dynamics toward a more profound appreciation for the rich interplay of 

processes that have together, but over different scales, generated the spectacular diversity of species and 

their functional forms.  
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Abstract

Aim: Diversity dynamics remain controversial. Here, we examine these dynamics, together with

the ecological factors governing them, across mammalian clades of different ages and sizes, repre-

senting different phylogenetic scales. Specifically, we investigate whether the dynamics are

bounded or unbounded, biotically or abiotically regulated, stochastic or ecologically deterministic.

Location: Worldwide.

Time period: 150 Myr.

Major taxa studied: Mammals.

Methods: Integrating the newest phylogenetic and distributional data by means of several distinct

methods, we study the ecology of mammalian diversification within a predictive framework,

inspired by classic theory. Specifically, we evaluate the effects of several classes of factors, includ-

ing climate, topography, geographical area, rates of climatic-niche evolution, and regional

coexistence between related and unrelated species. Next, we determine whether the relative

effects of these factors change systematically across clades representing different phylogenetic

scales.

Results: We find that young clades diversify at approximately constant rates, medium-sized clades

show diversification slowdowns, and large clades are mostly saturated, suggesting that diversifica-

tion dynamics change as clades grow and accumulate species. We further find that diversification

slowdowns intensify with the degree of regional coexistence between related species, presumably

because increased competition for regional resources suppresses the diversification process. The

richness at which clades eventually saturate depends on climate; clades residing in tropical climates

saturate at low richness, implying that niches become progressively densely packed towards the

tropics.

Main conclusions: The diversification process is influenced by a variety of ecological factors,

whose relative effects change across phylogenetic scales, producing scale-dependent dynamics.

Different segments of the same phylogeny might therefore support seemingly conflicting results

(bounded or unbounded, biotically or abiotically regulated, stochastic or ecologically deterministic

diversification), which might have contributed to several outstanding controversies in the field.

These conflicts can be reconciled, however, when accounting for phylogenetic scale, which might,

in turn, produce a more integrated understanding of global diversity dynamics.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The diversity of life was produced by the process of evolutionary diver-

sification (Darwin, 1859; Gould, 2002; Schluter, 2000; Stanley, 1979).

Yet, the dynamics and the ecological controls of this process remain

controversial. Mutually conflicting sources of evidence suggest that

diversification may be bounded or unbounded (Cornell, 2013; Harmon

& Harrison, 2015; Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015; Simpson, 1953; Stephens

& Wiens, 2003; Van Valen, 1985), biotically or abiotically regulated

(Benton, 2009; Pianka, 1966; Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015; Van Valen,

1973, 1985), stochastic or ecologically deterministic (Benton & Emer-

son, 2007; Harmon & Harrison, 2015; Walker & Valentine, 1984).

Here, we examine hundreds of mammalian clades of different ages and

sizes to evaluate the possibility that diversification dynamics vary sys-

tematically across the phylogeny (Graham, Storch, & Machac, in press;

Jablonski, 2000, 2007). We submit that much of the seemingly conflict-

ing evidence may be reconciled when the diversification process is

studied across phylogenetic scales.

Different diversification dynamics have indeed been reported for

clades of different ages and sizes (Heard & Cox, 2015; Kozak & Wiens,

2012; McPeek & Brown, 2007; Morlon, Potts, & Plotkin, 2010; Purvis,

Fritz, Rodríguez, Harvey, & Grenyer, 2011; Rabosky, Slater, & Alfaro,

2012; Stephens & Wiens, 2003). Young and small clades often diversify

at constant rates and seemingly without bounds, especially within a

newly colonized region (Kozak & Wiens, 2012; Smith, Nieto Montes de

Oca, Reeder, & Wiens, 2007; Stephens & Wiens, 2003), whereas

medium-sized phylogenies with hundreds of species show diversifica-

tion slowdowns (McPeek, 2008; Morlon et al., 2010; Phillimore & Price,

2008), and higher taxa are often saturated in terms of their species

richness (Rabosky, 2009b; Rabosky et al., 2012). Much literature has

been dedicated to the question of how many clades expand at a

constant rate, at a slowing rate, and how many stay saturated (Cornell,

2013; Harmon & Harrison, 2015; McPeek, 2008; Morlon et al., 2010;

Rabosky, 2009a,b). However, it seems likely that the three modes of

diversification (constant, slowing and saturated) are not mutually exclu-

sive and might represent different phases of the same diversification

process. Surprisingly, this idea remains largely untested although it con-

forms to the well-established observation that island radiations tend to

decelerate over time (Gavrilets & Losos, 2009; Glor, 2010; Rabosky &

Glor, 2010) and that post-extinction rebounds of the fossil diversity

tend towards a plateau over time (Alroy et al., 2008; Raup & Sepkoski,

1982; Sepkoski, 1998). Here, we test the hypothesis that old and large

clades are mostly saturated because they have had sufficient opportu-

nity to reach their equilibrium richness. Young and small clades, in con-

trast, should expand at constant or slowing rates (see Figure 1).

Ecological factors that govern the diversification process remain

similarly elusive. Diversification might be ecologically deterministic,

governed by several factors of large effect (Rabosky, 2013; Sepkoski,

1998; Simpson, 1953; Walker & Valentine, 1984). But it might also

depend on countless factors whose complex interplay makes diversifi-

cation dynamics effectively stochastic (Benton, 2009; Gould & Lewon-

tin, 1979; Van Valen, 1973, 1985). Building on the classic model of

ecospace filling (Simpson, 1953) and further relevant literature in the

field (Hutchinson, 1959; Kozak & Wiens, 2010; Pianka, 1966; Qian &

Ricklefs, 2000; Rabosky & Glor, 2010; Whittaker, 1972), we identify

prominent ecological factors, widely believed to govern the diversifica-

tion process, and study their relative effects (Figure 1).

Simpson’s model (1953) postulates that different factors influence

the diversification of a clade as the clade gradually fills its ecospace

(Gavrilets & Vose, 2005; McPeek, 2008; Schluter, 2000; Van Valen,

1985; Walker & Valentine, 1984), which is defined as a multidimen-

sional volume, whose axes represent various biotic and abiotic

Constant 
diversification

Slowing
diversification

Clade
saturation

Clade 
richness

Clade age

topography

clade area

range overlaps

rates of niche
evolution

heterogeneity

temperature

climateproductivity

FIGURE 1 The predictive framework. We predict that clades expand at constant and slowing rates before they saturate. We further
hypothesize that diversification rates are coupled with the rates of climatic-niche evolution during the initial expansion of a clade. But the
following slowdowns presumably depend on environmental heterogeneity, topography and the degree of regional coexistence between
mutually related species. Clade richness at saturation depends on environmental conditions, including temperature, precipitation and envi-
ronmental productivity
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conditions (Pianka, 1966; Simpson, 1953; Walker & Valentine, 1984).

The model was supported by fossil and phylogenetic evidence (Gavri-

lets & Losos, 2009; Raup & Sepkoski, 1982) and provides the rationale

to formulate testable hypotheses (Gavrilets & Losos, 2009; Rabosky,

2013; Simpson, 1953; Van Valen, 1985; Walker & Valentine, 1984);

these hypotheses are admittedly not exhaustive, and we acknowledge

that other models might produce further predictions (e.g., Harmon &

Harrison, 2015; Price, 2007; Stephens & Wiens, 2003).

Based on the model proposed by Simpson (1953), we hypothesize

that clades rapidly diversify and rapidly diverge ecologically during the

initial phases of their diversification (Gavrilets & Vose, 2005; Kozak &

Wiens, 2010; Rabosky, 2013; Simpson, 1953). We also hypothesize

that diversification rates are increased in heterogeneous and montane

regions, which provide ample opportunity for ecological divergence

and speciation (Qian & Ricklefs, 2000; Schluter, 2000). Diversification

should be further increased in wide-ranging clades whose extensive

geographical distributions make these clades prone to speciation and

resistant to extinction (Losos & Schluter, 2000; Figure 1).

Moreover, the model predicts that diversification slows down as

clades gradually fill their ecospace (Simpson, 1953), and their constitu-

ent species begin to compete for regional resources (Gavrilets & Vose,

2005; Walker & Valentine, 1984), which suppresses further speciation

and elevates their extinction (Gavrilets & Vose, 2005; Rabosky, 2013;

Schluter, 2000; Walker & Valentine, 1984). Even though diversification

slowdowns are common in molecular phylogenies (McPeek, 2008;

Morlon et al., 2010; Pennell, Sarver, & Harmon, 2012; Phillimore &

Price, 2008), they do not yield particularly compelling evidence for the

hypothesized effects of competition. For example, the phylogenies

often span geographically non-overlapping species that cannot possibly

compete with each other (Harmon & Harrison, 2015; Moen & Morlon,

2014; Wiens, 2011), such that the observed slowdowns may have

been produced by other factors (e.g., statistical artefacts; Pennell et al.,

2012; Phillimore & Price, 2008). For more compelling evidence, phylog-

enies must be studied together with the geographical information on

species coexistence (Harmon & Harrison, 2015; Machac et al., 2013;

Wiens, 2011). Developing Simpson’s (1953) rationale further, we

hypothesize that slowdowns are weak in heterogeneous and montane

regions, where species can readily diverge spatially and ecologically to

evade competition.

Eventually, clades are expected to fill the ecospace completely

(Simpson, 1953), such that their speciation and extinction equilibrate

and their richness stays largely unchanged over time (Rabosky, 2013;

Simpson, 1953; Van Valen, 1985; Walker & Valentine, 1984). We

hypothesize that clade richness at this stage depends on environmental

factors. Highly productive, warm and humid environments (especially in

the tropics) presumably generate an extensive ecospace that can sus-

tain more species than the temperate ecospace (MacArthur, 1964;

Simpson, 1953; Van Valen, 1985).

Mammals afford an excellent opportunity to test our hypotheses

and study the ecology of diversification, given the remarkable variety

of their life histories, evolutionary trajectories and geographical distri-

butions (e.g., echidna, aardvark, rodents, bats, large carnivorans and

herbivores; Buckley et al., 2010; Fortelius et al., 2014; Rolland,

Condamine, Jiguet, & Morlon, 2014; Soria-Carrasco & Castresana,

2012; Weir & Schluter, 2007). Using the newest phylogeny for mam-

mals (Hedges, Marin, Suleski, Paymer, & Kumar, 2015), we test the pre-

diction that diversification dynamics change over time, such that clades

transition from an unbounded expansion to slowdowns and saturation.

We further test the effects of relevant ecological factors (climate, geog-

raphy, topography, niche evolution, regional coexistence, etc.; Figure 1;

Hutchinson, 1959; Kozak & Wiens, 2010; MacArthur, 1964; Pianka,

1966; Qian & Ricklefs, 2000; Rabosky & Glor, 2010; Whittaker, 1972).

We find that the effects of these factors vary systematically across

phylogenetic scales and conclude that the concept of scale-dependent

diversification may inform, and possibly resolve, some of the longstand-

ing controversies in the field.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

To test our hypotheses, we divided mammalian clades into three catego-

ries, depending on their mode of diversification (constant, slowing or sat-

urated; Morlon et al., 2010) and used different diversification measures

to characterize the clades within each category (Magallon & Sanderson,

2001; Pybus & Harvey, 2000; Rabosky, 2009a). Clades expanding at a

constant rate were characterized by their diversification rate (Magallon

& Sanderson, 2001; Raup, 1985), slowing clades by the gamma statistic

(Pybus & Harvey, 2000), and saturated clades by their loge richness

(Rabosky, 2009a). Each of these three diversification measures (diversifi-

cation rate, gamma statistic and clade richness at saturation) was then

regressed against a set of ecological predictors, including climate, topog-

raphy and different measures of regional coexistence (based on the geo-

graphical overlaps between species distributions). The results identified

the factors that influence diversification rates, diversification slowdowns

and clade richness at saturation.

To avoid the problems notoriously associated with clade selection

(Moen & Morlon, 2014; Pennell et al., 2012; Phillimore & Price, 2008),

we used all clades of mammals for our analyses, estimating diversifica-

tion modes and measures for every clade (5 every node) of the phylog-

eny (Machac & Graham, 2017; Machac, Zrzavy, Smrckova, & Storch,

2012, Machac et al., 2013). To account for the resultant phylogenetic

correlation and nestedness among our data points, we used standard

phylogenetic corrections (Freckleton, Harvey, & Pagel, 2002) and

repeated our analyses for exclusively non-nested clades (Machac &

Graham, 2017; Machac et al., 2012, 2013). Even though non-nested

analyses should generally be preferred, they often have their own pit-

falls (Graham et al., in press; Machac & Graham, 2017; Machac et al.,

2012, 2013). For example, the selection of non-nested clades is inher-

ently non-random because each selection of a clade constrains the

selection of subsequent clades (especially if the previously selected

clades were large). For this reason, we used the two-level approach

whereby nested analyses identified the most prevalent patterns in the

data, which were further confirmed across non-nested analyses. The

two-level approach consequently circumvented the pitfalls of either of

the two separate approaches (nested and non-nested) and ensured

that our results spanned a range of phylogenetic scales, that they were
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comprehensive, inclusive, robust, independent of clade size, clade nest-

edness and clade selection (Graham et al., in press; Machac & Graham,

2017; Machac et al., 2012, 2013). We further confirmed our results

using BAMM (Bayesian Analysis of Macroevolutionary Mixtures) and

MEDUSA (Modeling Evolutionary Diversification using Stepwise AIC)

(Alfaro et al., 2009; Rabosky, 2014). Finally, we controlled for various

sources of possible errors, including errors in the assignment of diversi-

fication modes and errors associated with the evaluation of small-sized

clades (with < 10 and < 20 species). Further details are given below

and in Supporting Methods, Results and Randomizations.

2.1 | Phylogeny and geographical distributions

We used the newest, nearly complete (4,990 species) and highly

resolved (nodes-to-tips ratio: 75%) phylogeny of mammals (Hedges

et al., 2015). The phylogeny updates previous mammalian trees

(Bininda-Emonds et al., 2007; Meredith et al., 2011), taking advantage

of both molecular and morphological data, using multiple fossil calibra-

tion points. Species without molecular sequences were grafted onto

the tree, based on taxonomy, and statistically accounted for in further

analyses (Hedges et al., 2015; Rabosky, 2015; see Supporting Meth-

ods). We recognize that the mammalian phylogeny might be further

revised in the future as more sequences become available, new species

become discovered, etc., but the present tree provides sufficient detail

for the purpose of our large-scale analyses (see e.g., Hedges et al.,

2015; Oliveira et al., 2016). Moreover, we repeated our analyses across

mammals and their six core taxa (Carnivora, Artiodactyla, Chiroptera,

Eulipotyphla, Primates and Rodentia). If similar results emerge across

multiple well-resolved taxa (Carnivora, Artiodactyla and Primates), they

are likely to warrant strong conclusions. If these conclusions are sup-

ported also across the less-resolved taxa (Rodentia and Chiroptera),

they are likely robust, indicating that similar processes operate across

mammals taxon-wide, despite their disparate life histories, evolutionary

trajectories and geographical distributions. The geographical distribu-

tions of mammals were taken from the database of the International

Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) (http://www.iucn.org) and

converted into distributional grids with a 18 3 18 resolution, in line with

the common practice to limit false presences in the distributional data

(Hurlbert & Jetz, 2007).

2.2 | Diversification modes

To identify the diversification mode for each clade (constant, slowing

or saturated), we used the coalescent approach of Morlon et al. (2010).

This approach uses likelihood optimization to fit nine diversification

models to the phylogeny, including time-constant and time-varying

rates of speciation and extinction, time-constant and time-varying

diversity, and their various combinations (defined in Supporting Table

S1). Following the procedure described by Morlon et al. (2010), we fit-

ted all nine models for each mammalian clade, divided the models into

three categories representing the three different modes (constant,

slowing and saturated) and assessed the support for each mode using

Akaike’s weights (Morlon et al., 2010).

The coalescent results were further confirmed using BAMM and

MEDUSA (Alfaro et al., 2009; Rabosky, 2014). These methods are not

suitable for some of our hypotheses (e.g., MEDUSA does not capture

slowdowns, whereas BAMM does not capture saturation; see also

Moore, H€ohna, May, Rannala, & Huelsenbeck, 2016), but they explicitly

capture diversification heterogeneity across clades, within clades and

over time and circumvent the issues of clade selection and nestedness

(Alfaro et al., 2009; Rabosky, 2014), which makes them suitable to vali-

date some of our key results, as detailed in the Supporting Methods.

We also controlled for the effects of other diversification modes.

Clades with accelerating diversification were too rare to allow for

meaningful statistical analysis and therefore removed from the dataset

(Supporting Figure S5; Morlon et al., 2010). Declining clades, whose

speciation rates exceed extinction rates, cannot be inferred within a

likelihood framework (Morlon, Parsons, & Plotkin, 2011) compatible

with the coalescent inference (Morlon et al., 2010, 2011) and therefore

could not be included directly in our analyses (Morlon et al., 2010,

2011). Therefore, we identified the potentially declining clades (Sup-

porting Figure S12), removed them from the dataset and confirmed

that our conclusions remained practically unchanged (Supporting Fig-

ures S13 and S14), as detailed in the Supporting Methods and Results.

Finally, we controlled for possible errors in the assignment of

diversification modes (constant, slowing or saturated) and for errors

associated with the evaluation of small-sized clades (with < 10 and

< 20 species; see Section 2.6 and the Supporting Methods); we also

confirmed our results across clades whose diversification mode was

supported with high confidence (Akaike’s weight>0.7). Together,

these measures ensured that our results on the different modes of

diversification (constant, slowing and saturated; Harmon & Harrison,

2015; McPeek, 2008; Morlon et al., 2010; Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015)

were robust and largely independent of the methodology used (large or

small clades, clades with high or low support, BAMM or MEDUSA).

2.3 | Diversification measures

Several measures have been designed to capture diversification (Magal-

lon & Sanderson, 2001; Pybus & Harvey, 2000; Rabosky, 2009a; Raup,

1985), but each of them fits only the clades whose diversification con-

forms to the measure’s specific assumptions. For example, diversifica-

tion rates are estimated accurately only when a clade expands at a

constant rate (Magallon & Sanderson, 2001; Raup, 1985), whereas

diversification slowdowns and saturation are better captured by the

gamma statistic (Pybus & Harvey, 2000) and the natural logarithm

(loge) of clade richness, respectively (Rabosky, 2009a). Still, it is com-

mon practice to apply the same measure to all clades, regardless of

their diversification mode, which may result in erroneous estimates

(Magallon & Sanderson, 2001; Rabosky, 2009a). Here, we used the pre-

viously inferred diversification modes (constant, slowing and saturated)

to identify the most suitable measure for each clade individually, thus

increasing the accuracy of the estimate and the statistical strength of

subsequent analyses (see Supporting Randomizations).

To characterize constant diversification, we used loge clade rich-

ness divided by clade age (Magallon & Sanderson, 2001; Raup, 1985).
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Diversification slowdowns were captured by the gamma statistic

(Pybus & Harvey, 2000), which reflects the distribution of branching

times across the phylogeny and becomes increasingly negative under

pronounced slowdowns (Pybus & Harvey, 2000). Saturated clades

were characterized by the natural logarithm of their (equilibrium) rich-

ness (Rabosky, 2009a).

2.4 | Ecological predictors of diversification

After we characterized the diversification dynamics, we examined the

ecological factors that potentially influence these dynamics: climate,

environmental productivity, clade area, rates of climatic-niche evolu-

tion, topography, landscape heterogeneity and regional coexistence

(captured by the geographical overlaps between species distributions).

These variables are explained in the following paragraphs and over-

viewed in Supporting Table S2.

Climatic data were taken from the WorldClim database of Hijmans,

Cameron, Parra, Jones, and Jarvis (2005) and resampled to the resolu-

tion of our distributional maps (18 3 18), using bilinear interpolation.

We selected mean annual temperature (BIO1) and annual precipitation

(BIO12) for our analyses because they seem most relevant to mamma-

lian macroecology and macroevolution (e.g., Buckley et al., 2010; Oli-

veira et al., 2016). In addition, we combined all climatic variables

(BIO1–BIO19) into a single composite variable (PC1) using principal

component analysis (PCA). PC1 captured the general climate, blending

temperature, precipitation and seasonality, while explaining 52.7% of

the variance in the climatic data (factor loadings: BIO150.929, BIO6-

50.959 and BIO350.914). More detailed results, including all factor

loadings and eigenvalues, are given in Supporting Table S4.

Environmental productivity was approximated by the actual evapo-

transpiration (AET) and net primary production (NPP). AET and NPP

data were taken from the MODIS Global Evapotranspiration Project

(MOD16; Mu, Zhao, & Running, 2011) and MODIS GPP/NPP Project

(MOD17; Zhao, Heinsch, Nemani, & Running, 2005), respectively, and

resampled to the 18 3 18 resolution (Hurlbert & Jetz, 2007).

To calculate clade area, we overlaid the distributional maps of all

species within each clade. As species-rich clades tend to be distributed

over larger geographical areas than species-poor clades, the effects of

clade area might be confounded by clade richness. To control for this

issue, we regressed clade area against clade richness and used the resid-

uals from this regression in our further analyses to examine whether

clade area affected diversification independently of clade richness.

To infer the rates of climatic-niche evolution (Kozak & Wiens,

2010), we used the previously calculated climatic variables (BIO1,

BIO12 and PC1) and fitted the Brownian motion model (BM) and the

Ornstein–Uhlenbeck model (OU) to each of these variables across all

clades. We identified the better fitting model for each clade specifically

(BM or OU), using the corrected Akaike’s information criterion (AICc),

and extracted the corresponding rate estimates (BIO1 rate, BIO12 rate

and PC1 rate; Butler & King, 2004; Felsenstein, 1985). These were

defined as r2 under the BM model and r2/2a under the OU model.

OU models might be favoured over BM models when the examined

traits are measured with error (Silvestro, Kostikova, Litsios, Pearman, &

Salamin, 2015). Given that measurement errors are unknown for most

traits and species of mammals, our results on niche evolution should be

interpreted cautiously.

To capture environmental heterogeneity, we calculated the num-

ber of land cover types within clade area. We distinguished 12 differ-

ent land covers (listed in Supporting Table S3), following the AVHRR

(Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer) Global Land Cover Classi-

fication (woodlands, grasslands, deciduous broadleaf forests, etc.; De

Fries, Hansen, Townshend, & Sohlberg, 1998).

To capture the topography within clade area, we calculated three

broadly used indices of topographic structure: terrain ruggedness index

(TRI), topographic position index (TPI) and roughness (RGH; all defined

in Supporting Table S2; Wilson, O’Connell, Brown, Guinan, & Grehan,

2007). We also calculated the surface of clade area and divided it by

the projected clade area. This ratio equals one in plains and increases

with the number, steepness and the height of the mountains within

clade area. Topographic data (1 km 3 1 km resolution) were taken

from the WorldClim database (Hijmans et al., 2005).

Finally, we calculated multiple measures of regional coexistence.

These measures were based on the geographical overlaps between

species distributions, capturing the degree of resource sharing and par-

titioning across the species that coexist within a region (Machac et al.,

2013; Oliveira et al., 2016; Rabosky, 2013; Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015).

Specifically, we calculated geographical overlaps between the distribu-

tions of mutually related species (i.e., all species within a given clade)

but also distributional overlaps with unrelated species (species outside

the clade) and with all mammals (species both within and outside the

clade). Extensive overlaps between the distributions of mutually related

species, presumed to be ecologically similar and thus competing for

similar resources, have been hypothesized to suppress diversification

and produce slowdowns across molecular phylogenies (Machac et al.,

2013; Rabosky, 2013; Rabosky & Glor, 2010; Wiens, 2011). In contrast,

distributional overlaps with species outside the clade and with all mam-

mals should have limited or no effect on slowdowns.

To calculate distributional overlaps between related species (within

a clade), we took all species within a given a clade, summed the geo-

graphical areas of their distributions, and divided the sum by clade area.

The resultant index equals one in clades whose species are completely

allopatric and increases with the extent to which species distributions

overlap. To calculate distributional overlaps with unrelated species (spe-

cies outside the clade) and with all species (both within and outside the

clade), we summed the geographical areas of species distributions (or

their parts) within clade area and divided the sum by clade area. Impor-

tantly, distributional overlaps were calculated with respect to clade area

and therefore in relative (rather than absolute) terms. This ensured that

the overlaps were largely independent of clade size and did not correlate

with the gamma statistic for purely statistical reasons (Machac et al.,

2013; McPeek, 2008; Pennell et al., 2012; Pybus & Harvey, 2000).

2.5 | Evaluating the effects of ecological predictors

To identify the factors that influence diversification, we fitted a series

of regressions where the three diversification measures (diversification
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rate, gamma statistic and clade richness at saturation) were predicted

by the following variables: climate (BIO1, BIO12 and PC1), environ-

mental productivity (AET and NPP), rates of climatic-niche evolution

(BIO1 rate, BIO12 rate and PC1 rate), clade area, environmental heter-

ogeneity (land covers, TRI, TPI and RGH) and distributional overlaps

(within a clade, with unrelated species and with all species). The regres-

sions were fitted across all clades within mammals and, separately,

across all clades within their six core taxa (Eulipotyphla, Artiodactyla,

Chiroptera, Carnivora, Primates and Rodentia), using phylogenetic gen-

eralized least squares (PGLS; Freckleton et al., 2002). To confirm the

results, we fitted PGLS models for multiple subsets of mutually non-

nested clades. The non-nested clades were randomly and repeatedly

selected from the collection of all clades, and using BAMM (see Section

2.6 and the Supporting Methods). Phylogenetic correlations between

the analysed clades were captured by covariance matrices, derived

from the phylogenetic distances between the nested and non-nested

clades (see Supporting Figure S1; Machac & Graham, 2017; Machac

et al., 2012, 2013). All statistical analyses were performed in the ‘R’

environment (R Core Team, 2016), and their technical details can be

found in the Supporting Methods.

2.6 | Supplementary analyses

To test whether errors in the assignment of diversification modes (con-

stant, slowing or saturated) might have influenced our results, we ran-

domly reshuffled the modes across clades. This ensured that the

number of clades with the three respective modes, and thus the sample

size of the analysis, remained unchanged. The modes were reshuffled

in a completely random manner and with respect to the estimated

Akaike’s weights (see the Supporting Randomizations). If the same

results are supported for clades selected based on their diversification

mode (constant, slowing or saturated) and for randomly selected clades

(modes reshuffled randomly and with respect to the Akaike’s weights),

the results are largely independent of the clade selection procedure

and would be supported even under conventional analyses that ignore

the diversification mode of the clade. However, the distinction

between the clades with different modes should yield more accurate

estimates of diversification measures and therefore stronger results.

Detailed explanation of the randomization procedure and the rationale

behind it is given in the Supporting Randomizations.

Contrary to our expectation (Figure 1; Evans, Warren, & Gaston,

2005; MacArthur, 1964; Simpson, 1953), we found negative correla-

tions between environmental temperature, precipitation, productivity

and clade richness at saturation (Supporting Table S10). This suggests

that saturated clades attain low richness in the tropics, but high rich-

ness in the temperate region (Figures 3 and 4; Supporting Table S10).

To illuminate these unexpected results, and their biological explanation,

we conducted several post hoc analyses. One possible explanation fol-

lows from the fact that species-poor clades often consist exclusively of

tropical species with small ranges, whereas species-rich clades tend

also to include extra-tropical large-ranged species (Brown, Stevens, &

Kaufman, 1996); the geographical configuration of species ranges, in

itself, can therefore produce the observed negative correlation (Figures

3 and 4; Supporting Table S10). However, the negative correlation

might also arise because ecological niches are narrow and the ecospace

densely packed in the tropics (Janzen, 1967; Pianka, 1966), such that

tropical clades can accumulate only limited richness before they satu-

rate (Pianka, 1966; Quintero & Wiens, 2013; Rohde, 1992; Van Valen,

1985). To distinguish between these two explanations, we again used

the randomization procedure detailed in the previous paragraph. The

randomization preserves the geographical configuration of species

ranges, but reshuffles the estimated diversification dynamics, thus

revealing the correlation expected under the range-configuration

hypothesis (Brown et al., 1996). Under the niche-packing hypothesis

(Pianka, 1966; Rohde, 1992; Van Valen, 1985), tropical clades should

saturate at lower richness than expected under the range configuration

alone (Pianka, 1966; Rohde, 1992; Van Valen, 1985), thus producing a

significantly more pronounced negative correlation than the one gener-

ated by the randomization procedure (for further details, see the Sup-

porting Randomizations).

Moreover, we confirmed our results across non-nested clades. To

this end, we compiled 1,000 clade sets, each consisting of 100 ran-

domly selected, but mutually non-nested clades. The PGLS analyses

(see above) were then repeated across all clade sets (Freckleton et al.,

2002). Additionally, we identified mutually non-nested clades with dis-

tinctly slowing diversification, using BAMM, to confirm our results on

diversification slowdowns (see the Supporting Methods).

Finally, we confirmed that our results were robust to possible

errors across small-sized clades whose diversification can be difficult to

evaluate (Morlon et al., 2010, 2011; Pybus & Harvey, 2000). In particu-

lar, we excluded clades with < 10 and < 20 species from our analyses

and confirmed that the core results remained supported. Further infor-

mation on the statistical analysis is given in the Supporting Methods

and Randomizations.

3 | RESULTS

The three modes of diversification were represented unevenly (con-

stant, 22.10%; slowing, 55.90%; and saturated, 22.00% out of the ana-

lyzed clades) and non-randomly across the phylogeny (Table 1).

Constant diversification was prevalent across small clades, slowdowns

across medium-sized clades, and large clades were mostly saturated

(Figure 2; PGLS R2523%, p5 .001), suggesting that clades transition

from one diversification mode to another as they grow and accumulate

species.

BAMM and MEDUSA confirmed the coalescent results. BAMM’s

most credible set of shift configurations (95%) suggested c. 50 shifts in

diversification rates across the phylogeny under the conservative priors

(Supporting Table S31), but no significant shifts under the relaxed pri-

ors (Supporting Methods and Results). Both sets of priors, however,

indicated a decline in diversification rates with clade age and clade size

(Figure 2; Supporting Figures S8 and S10). MEDUSA identified 22 shifts

on the phylogeny (Supporting Table S30). Much like BAMM, MEDUSA

suggested low rates of diversification across large/old clades, whereas
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small/young clades showed fast diversification (Figure 2; Supporting

Figure S6).

Diversification rates depended on many different factors across

the six examined taxa (Carnivora, Artiodactyla, Chiroptera, Eulipotyphla,

Primates and Rodentia; Figure 3a). Increased diversification was

coupled with high topographic and environmental heterogeneity in

Carnivora (Supporting Table S11), but Artiodactyla showed the oppo-

site pattern (Supporting Table S14), whereas Chiroptera (Supporting

Table S17), Eulipotyphla (Supporting Table S20) and Primates (Support-

ing Table S23) showed no pattern at all (e.g., Supporting Table S8). Low

diversification rates were associated with high precipitation in Chirop-

tera (Supporting Table S17), but the opposite held for Carnivora (Sup-

porting Table S11). Similarly variable were the effects of climate (e.g.,

Supporting Tables S8, S11 and S14), productivity (e.g., Supporting

Tables S8, S17 and S20), clade area (e.g., Supporting Tables S8, S23

and S26) and the rates of niche evolution (e.g., Supporting Tables S8,

S17 and S23). These results imply that diversification dynamics are

highly taxon-specific during the initial expansion of a clade.

In contrast, diversification slowdowns were governed by similar

factors across each of the six taxa (Figure 3b). Pronounced slowdowns

(as indicated by negative gamma) occurred in clades whose species had

extensively overlapping geographical distributions (within-clade over-

lap; Figures 3b and 4). These effects were detected in mammals (Sup-

porting Table S9) and in every one of the examined taxa (Carnivora,

Artiodactyla, Chiroptera, Eulipotyphla, Primates and Rodentia; Support-

ing Tables S12, S15, S18, S21, S24 and S27) and explained nearly half

of the variation in diversification slowdowns, as measured by the

gamma statistic (PGLS R250.4360.18 across taxa, p< .05). These

TABLE 1 Diversification modes across mammalian clades

Proportion of clades (%)

Taxon Taxon richness Species sampling (%) No. of clades analysed Constant Slowing Saturated

Mammalia 4,990 75.4 1,060 22.10 55.90 22.00

Carnivora 275 90.9 66 54.30 38.20 7.50

Artiodactyla 309 93.5 90 32.00 50.00 18.00

Chiroptera 1,052 74.6 231 23.20 50.00 26.80

Eulipotyphla 401 63.3 65 23.00 61.50 15.50

Primates 350 87.1 62 32.90 56.10 11.00

Rodentia 2,066 68.6 403 14.30 61.20 24.50

Note. Particularly small clades (with fewer than five species) were not included because their diversification cannot be evaluated under the coalescent
inference (Morlon et al., 2010).
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FIGURE 2 Diversification modes change with clade size (phylogenetic generalized least squares R2523%, p< .001), as indicated by the
coalescent inference (left panel). MEDUSA (upper right panel) and BAMM (lower right panel) confirm that diversification declines with clade
age as well. These results together support the hypothesis that clades transition from an unbounded expansion to slowdowns and
saturation, as they grow and accumulate species
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effects cannot be explained by the influence of clade size because

within-clade overlaps were defined relative to clade area (thus correct-

ing for clade size) and because their effect on gamma remained highly

significant even when clade size was added to the PGLS model (PGLS

b521.34460.202, p< .001). Moreover, distributional overlaps with

unrelated species (species outside the clade) had no detectable effect

on slowdowns (Figure 3b; e.g., Supporting Tables S12, S15 and S21).

The slowdowns were also significantly weaker in montane and

FIGURE 3 Ecological predictors of (a) diversification rate, (b) slowdown strength and (c) clade richness at saturation, identified by the PGLS.
Diversification rates show mixed results across taxa. Diversification slowdowns are typically pronounced in clades whose species have extensively
overlapping geographical distributions. Clades saturate at low richness in the warm, humid and highly productive climates of the tropics. The figure
shows only the significant results. Complete results are given in Supporting Tables S8–S28 and explained further in the Results. The ecological
predictors are overviewed in Supporting Table S2
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heterogeneous regions where clades had the opportunity to diverge

spatially and ecologically (e.g., Supporting Tables S9, S15 and S18).

These results, which were confirmed across mutually non-nested clades

(Supporting Table S6 and Figure S11), are consistent with the predic-

tion of Simpson’s (1953) model that competition between related and

regionally coexisting species suppresses the diversification process.

Clade richness at saturation depended mostly on climate and envi-

ronmental productivity (AET and NPP). Clades of warm, humid and

highly productive climates of the tropics saturated at low richness (Fig-

ure 3c; Supporting Table S10), whereas clades of cold, unproductive,

temperate climates saturated at high richness (Figure 3c; Supporting

Table S10). This result held for mammals (Figure 4; Supporting Table

S10) and for Carnivora, Chiroptera and Rodentia (Figure 3; Supporting

Tables S13, S19 and S28). Randomizations confirmed that the negative

correlation between clade richness and temperature was significantly

more pronounced than expected based on the geographical

configuration of species ranges (Supporting Figure S19), which suggests

that the correlation was probably reinforced by the differences in clade

packing across latitudes (Pianka, 1966; Rohde, 1992; Van Valen, 1985).

These results again held for non-nested clades as well (Supporting

Table S7). In addition, we found that saturated clades often showed

extensive within-clade overlaps (Figure 3c), in line with the results pre-

viously found for slowdowns (Figure 3b).

These results were confirmed across a variety of supplementary

analyses. They were confirmed across nested (Figures 3 and 4) and

exclusively non-nested clades (Supporting Tables S5–S7) and across

clades whose diversification mode was established with high confi-

dence (Akaike’s weight>0.7; Supporting Figures S2–S4). They were

supported when we controlled for possible errors in the assignment of

diversification modes (Supporting Figures S15–S18) and when we

reshuffled diversification modes across the phylogeny in a completely

random manner (Supporting Figures S15 and S16) and with respect to
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the estimated Akaike’s weights (Supporting Figures S17 and S18). The

results were further supported when we removed small-sized clades

(with < 10 and < 20 species; Supporting Table S29) and clades whose

diversity presumably declines (Figures S12–S24) from the analysis. We

found that out of the 605 declining clades (Supporting Figure S12)

28.6% showed constant diversification (under the coalescent infer-

ence), 39.5% showed slowdowns, and 31.9% showed saturation. These

percentages, however, need to be interpreted cautiously because indi-

vidual clades do not represent independent observations. We also note

that some of our results varied markedly across the examined taxa and

methodological setups (e.g., Supporting Figures S2–S4 and Tables S5–

S10), so we focus our discussion and interpretation only on the most

robust results, consistently corroborated across different taxa and

methods, likely to warrant biologically meaningful conclusions.

4 | DISCUSSION

We found that diversification transitions from an unbounded expansion

to slowdowns and saturation, at least in mammals, and each of these

three diversification phases is governed by different ecological factors.

The unbounded expansion is highly taxon specific. But the slowdowns

are typically pronounced in clades whose species coexist regionally, in

line with the hypothesis that competition for regional resources sup-

presses the diversification process (Gavrilets & Losos, 2009; Gavrilets

& Vose, 2005; Schluter, 2000; Simpson, 1953). Environmental condi-

tions determine the richness at which clades eventually saturate. These

results suggest that the diversification process might be governed by

systematically different factors, as clades grow and accumulate species

(Figures 2–4; Pontarp & Wiens, 2016; Schluter, 2000; Simpson, 1953;

Van Valen, 1985). Many of the previously reported and seemingly con-

flicting results (e.g., Harmon & Harrison, 2015; Rabosky, 2009a;

Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015; Wiens, 2011) might therefore be reconciled

under one diversification process, whose dynamics and ecological con-

trols vary systematically across phylogenetic scales.

Diversification dynamics have been much debated in the literature

(Davies, Allen, Borda-de-�Agua, Regetz, & Meli�an, 2011; Harmon & Har-

rison, 2015; Heard & Cox, 2015; Purvis et al., 2011; Rabosky, 2013;

Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015; Sepkoski, 1998; Van Valen, 1985; Wiens,

2011). Some studies found that diversification is unbounded, such that

clade richness increases constantly (McPeek & Brown, 2007; Morlon

et al., 2010; Stephens & Wiens, 2003; Wiens, Pyron, & Moen, 2011),

whereas others reported that diversification decelerates over time,

such that most clades eventually reach their equilibrium richness (Alroy

et al., 2008; Rabosky, 2013; Rabosky & Glor, 2010; Raup & Sepkoski,

1982). We find that these results are not mutually exclusive and can be

detected across different segments of the same phylogeny, presumably

because they represent different phases of the same diversification

process (Graham et al., in press; Machac et al., 2013; Phillimore & Price,

2008; Pontarp & Wiens, 2016). Instead of investigating whether diver-

sification tends towards an equilibrium or not, we should perhaps iden-

tify the clades that might have reached an equilibrium and those that

keep expanding, and investigate how these clades differ from each

other in terms of their ecology.

Taking this approach, we found that the early expansion of a clade

is seemingly unbounded and contingent on many taxon-specific fac-

tors. For example, carnivorans diversify rapidly in the mountains,

whereas artiodactyls diversify in the lowlands, and most mammals

show no pattern with elevation (Figure 3). The effects of climate,

climatic-niche evolution, and those of the other examined factors were

similarly diverse across the six taxa (Figure 3; Supporting Table S8).

This diversity of results supports the view that no single factor can

guarantee the success of a new clade among the already established

clades (Benton, 2009; Schemske, Mittelbach, Cornell, Sobel, & Roy,

2009; Van Valen, 1973); instead, new clades need to pursue new eco-

logical strategies to become established themselves (Benton, 2009;

Schemske et al., 2009; Van Valen, 1973). This conclusion reaffirms the

results of previous research that identified very different correlates of

diversification rates, even for closely related taxa (Buckley et al., 2010;

Rolland et al., 2014; Soria-Carrasco & Castresana, 2012; Weir &

Schluter, 2007).

In contrast, diversification slowdowns were governed by similar

factors across each of the six taxa examined (Carnivora, Chiroptera,

Eulipotyphla, Artiodactyla, Primates and Rodentia). Pronounced slow-

downs occurred in clades consisting of regionally coexisting species

that can compete with each other for regional resources (Figures 3b

and 4). These resources can be shared by the regionally coexisting spe-

cies, but the species can also partition them (through niche differentia-

tion, specialization locally, etc.) in order to avoid immediate

competition. In either case, the more species coexist within a region,

the fewer resources are available for each of them (Currie et al., 2004;

Evans et al., 2005; Oliveira et al., 2016; Wright, 1983), which depresses

the population sizes of the regionally coexisting species, elevates their

extinction risk and, consequently, suppresses their diversification

(Machac et al., 2013; Mittelbach et al., 2007; Rabosky, 2013; Schluter,

2000; Simpson, 1953; Wright, 1983). Within-clade competition can

also suppress speciation (Pires, Silvestro, & Quental, 2017), probably by

decreasing the chances of establishment of new species because of the

lack of resources. Importantly, we found that regional coexistence with

unrelated mammals (species outside the clade) had no detectable effect

on slowdowns, presumably because unrelated mammals are less likely

to compete with the species within any given clade. The effects of

competition were further implicated by the fact that slowdowns were

generally weak in montane (Rodentia, Chiroptera, Eulipotyphla and

Artiodactyla) and heterogeneous regions (Carnivora, Chiroptera) where

species can diverge both spatially and ecologically to evade competi-

tion (Gavrilets & Losos, 2009; Qian & Ricklefs, 2000; Schluter, 2000).

Even though we recognize that these effects are notoriously hard to

demonstrate, different facets of our results consistently suggest that

diversification slowdowns might be ecologically regulated, presumably

through competition among mutually related and regionally coexisting

species. These effects have been previously hypothesized and mod-

elled (Gavrilets & Losos, 2009; Gavrilets & Vose, 2005; Schluter, 2000;

Simpson, 1953), but our study is presumably the first to support them

empirically across multiple taxa at a global scale.
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Related species are often assumed to be ecologically similar and

possibly competing with each other. This conjecture dates back to

Darwin (1859) and has a long history in biology (Elton, 1946; Gause,

1934; Webb, Ackerly, McPeek, & Donoghue, 2002). However, related-

ness might not necessarily translate into ecological similarity (Losos,

2008; Revell et al., 2008), and ecological similarity between regionally

coexisting species might not lead to strong competition (Chesson,

2000; Godoy, Kraft, & Levine, 2014; Mayfield & Levine, 2010). Natu-

rally, there are many examples of limited competition among close rela-

tives (Hylidae and Asteraceae; Chesson, 2000; Mayfield & Levine,

2010; Wiens et al., 2011), as well as instances of strong competition

among unrelated species (Borophaginae; Silvestro, Antonelli, Salamin, &

Quental, 2015). In the case of our results on diversification slowdowns,

however, it seems hard to propose an alternative parsimonious expla-

nation for the detected effects of mountains, heterogeneity and distri-

butional overlaps with related and unrelated species, without invoking

competition. Indeed, our findings need to be further tested and refined,

potentially using functional traits (Losos, 2008; Marshall & Quental,

2016; Oliveira et al., 2016), but the issues previously raised in the liter-

ature (especially the lack of connection between relatedness, similarity

and competition; Chesson, 2000; Godoy et al., 2014; Mayfield & Lev-

ine, 2010) seem to act against detecting (rather than allowing us to

detect) the hypothesized effects of regional coexistence on diversifica-

tion slowdowns.

Environmental conditions set the richness at which clades even-

tually saturate (Figure 4). Contrary to the prediction (Simpson, 1953;

Van Valen, 1985), we found that clades saturate at low richness in

the climatically favourable tropics, whereas temperate clades saturate

at high richness (Figures 3c and 4; Evans et al., 2005; Fischer, 1960),

in line with the hypothesis that the tropical ecospace is enormously

species rich but finely partitioned and densely packed with species

and clades (Elton, 1946; Fischer, 1960; Pianka, 1966). It is possible

that the favourable climates of the tropics are easily invaded by many

different clades (Wiens & Donoghue, 2004; Wiens & Graham, 2005),

each of which is consequently left with limited opportunity for

expansion and saturates at low richness. Conversely, temperate cli-

mates are harsh and difficult to invade, but the few clades that suc-

cessfully invaded the temperate region could accumulate high

richness (Elton, 1946; Fischer, 1960; Pianka, 1966; Wiens & Donog-

hue, 2004; Wiens & Graham, 2005). This interpretation assumes

competition with mammals outside the clade (but see Figures 3 and

4), and it is possible that competition increases as clades grow and

accumulate species, such that both related and unrelated species

influence the diversification process during saturation. In line with

some recent work (Machac & Graham, 2017), our results imply that

species relatedness has different effects on diversification dynamics

across phylogenetic scales, and further research might be needed to

illuminate the mechanisms behind this scale dependence (see Machac

& Graham, 2017). Whatever the underlying mechanisms, however,

there seem to be striking differences in the packing of species, clades

and, possibly, ecological niches across latitudes that are interesting in

their own right and cannot be explained simply by the geographical

configuration of species ranges (Figures 3c and 4; Supporting Figure

S19; Brown et al., 1996).

Diversity declines represent the final, if not inevitable, terminal

phase of the diversification process that has proved rather difficult

to infer from phylogenetic data (Gould, Raup, Sepkoski, Schopf &

Simberloff, 1977; Raup & Sepkoski, 1982; Van Valen, 1985). Mam-

mals provide many examples of extinct (Mesotheriidae, Toxodonti-

dae and Borophaginae) and potentially declining clades (Marsupialia,

Xenarthra, Perissodactyla and Cetacea), and new methods have

been developed to identify these clades using molecular phylogenies

(Beaulieu & O’Meara, 2015; Morlon et al., 2011; Purvis, 2008;

Quental & Marshall, 2010). These methods have their limitations,

however (e.g., assumptions about diversification heterogeneity), and

there is currently no clear consensus as to how reliably, and under

what circumstances, they can estimate extinction (Beaulieu &

O’Meara, 2015; Moore et al., 2016; Morlon et al., 2011; Rabosky,

2016), especially when extinction is high and exceeds speciation

(Moore et al., 2016; Quental & Marshall, 2010; Rabosky, 2016).

Using the simulation-backed approach of Morlon et al. (2011), we

found that declining clades do not mask any particular diversifica-

tion mode (slowdowns, etc.) and occur across a range of phyloge-

netic scales. This corresponds with the classic Van Valen’s (1973)

law of extinction that inspired the Red Queen hypothesis (i.e. clades

of different ages have comparable likelihood of going extinct).

However, it seems likely that the decline might be steeper among

the small and young clades of mammals, which would balance out

the expansion that otherwise prevails among these clades (Figure 2)

and explain the saturation generally detected in large clades

(Figure 2). Evaluating the relative magnitude of diversity declines

across phylogenetic scales is beyond the scope of the present study,

and might require validation against the fossil data. But our results

provide the motivation for such research and reaffirm its importance

for understanding the evolution of mammal diversity, including the

longstanding question of what drives clades to a decline and, even-

tually, extinction (Gould et al., 1977; Morlon et al., 2011; Raup &

Sepkoski, 1982; Van Valen, 1973, 1985).

The fossil record largely corroborates our key findings (Figures 2–4;

Alroy, 1996; Liow & Finarelli, 2014; Raup & Sepkoski, 1982; Sepkoski,

1998; Silvestro, Antonelli et al., 2015; Van Valen, 1985). Directional

changes from an unbounded expansion to slowdowns and saturation

are common in marine invertebrates (Raup & Sepkoski, 1982;

Sepkoski, 1998), but Eocene mammals and Neogene carnivorans

show similar dynamics (Alroy, 1996; Liow & Finarelli, 2014). The

effects of competition on diversification slowdowns have also been

reported for Eocene canids, whose increasing competition may have

suppressed the diversification process and, occasionally, driven entire

clades to extinction (e.g., Hesperocyoninae, Borophaginae; Silvestro

et al., 2015). Moreover, the tropics of Eurasia have been typified by a

dense packing of habitat and dietary niches in Neogene mammals

(Fortelius et al., 2014). These observations are consistent with our

key findings (Figure 4) that, in turn, complement and corroborate

results previously reported from the fossil record.
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Our Discussion has centred on the main trends detected in mam-

mals (Figures 2–4), but we do not dispute that many mammalian clades

might defy these trends and follow their own diversification trajectories

(see Figure 3; Supporting Figures S2–S4). In principle, clades might

diversify at slowing rates without ever reaching an equilibrium (e.g.,

increasing selection pressure on evolutionary innovation might raise

the equilibrium richness of a clade before it is reached; Erwin, 2008;

Marshall & Quental, 2016; Schemske et al., 2009; Van Valen, 1973).

Saturated clades might break away from their presumed ecological con-

straints (e.g., through key adaptations, such as herbivory, hypsodonty

or flight) and further expand (Glor, 2010; Losos, 2010; Schluter, 2000),

and not all higher taxa need to be saturated (e.g., saturation within

mammals does not preclude the expansion of vertebrates as a whole;

Hedges et al., 2015; Jezkova & Wiens, 2017). Nonetheless, our study

presents a promising attempt to unify the growing body of diversifica-

tion results. It reveals that most clades of mammals follow similar diver-

sification trends, governed by different classes of ecological factors

over time. The most prominent factors, namely competition between

regionally coexisting species, niche packing and partitioning, have been

identified (Gould, 2002; Pianka, 1966; Schluter, 2000; Simpson, 1953;

Van Valen, 1985), and we propose promising strategies for their further

investigation (especially research across phylogenetic scales; Graham

et al., in press; Machac & Graham, 2017).

We acknowledge that our results may have been influenced by

several sources of error, including errors in the assignment of diversifi-

cation modes (Morlon et al., 2010) and errors associated with the eval-

uation of small-sized clades (Morlon et al., 2010, 2011). The results

may also have been influenced by clade nestedness and by the uneven

resolution of the mammalian phylogeny (Hedges et al., 2015). Still,

none of these errors seems likely to overturn our core conclusions,

which were supported across multiple diversification methods (BAMM

and MEDUSA; Figure 2; Supporting Figures S6, S8 and S10), when we

randomly reshuffled diversification modes across clades, thus control-

ling for the possible errors in mode assignment (Supporting Figures

S15–S18), when we repeated our analyses for clades whose diversifica-

tion mode was assessed with high confidence (Supporting Figures S2–

S4) and when we removed small-sized clades (with < 10 and < 20 spe-

cies) from the analysis (Supporting Table S29). The conclusions were

supported across mammals but also across multiple taxa within mam-

mals, including the well-resolved taxa (Carnivora, Artiodactyla and Pri-

mates), but also Rodentia and Chiroptera (Figures 3 and 4). They were

further supported across nested and exclusively non-nested clades

(Supporting Tables S5–S7 and Figure S11) and when controlling for

clades with declining diversity (Figures S12–S14). Still, we note that

diversification analyses approximate only the most important trends

across the phylogeny (Alfaro et al., 2009; Morlon et al., 2010, 2011;

Rabosky, 2014) and rarely capture the underlying dynamics entirely

(Morlon, 2014; Morlon et al., 2010, 2011; Ricklefs, 2007), especially in

taxa that are extremely diversified internally (i.e., Rodentia and Chirop-

tera). Even though we used the model devised by Simpson (1953) and

further relevant literature (Hutchinson, 1959; Kozak & Wiens, 2010;

Pianka, 1966; Qian & Ricklefs, 2000; Rabosky & Glor, 2010; Whittaker,

1972) to guide our analyses, our results are not contingent on the

choice of this model and stand on their own merit. Indeed, some of the

original predictions of the model were not supported (e.g., clades do

not saturate at high richness in the tropics), and our results identify the

elements of Simpson’s (1953) model that might need to be revised in

the future.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

We found that evolutionary diversification may vary across the phylog-

eny, with different dynamics and ecological factors prevailing across

different phylogenetic scales. Here, we defined phylogenetic scale in

terms of clade age and clade size. But the concept of phylogenetic

scale needs to be further developed, formalized and, possibly, com-

pared with spatial and temporal scales (which ignore phylogenetic hier-

archy; Graham et al., in press; Jablonski, 2000, 2007; Purvis et al.,

2011), and our work sets the stage and provides the motivation for

such a research programme (Graham et al., in press). It has been

debated whether diversification is unbounded or ecologically con-

strained, stochastic or ecologically deterministic, biotically or abiotically

regulated. Our study attempts to break these dichotomies, illustrating

that each of these alternatives might apply during different phases of

the same diversification process. Many of the seemingly conflicting

results in the literature consequently seem to complement, rather than

contradict, each other (Benton, 2009; Cornell, 2013; Harmon & Harri-

son, 2015; Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015), especially in the phylogenetic

context that covers a range of clades of different ages and sizes. Future

cross-scale analyses might therefore produce a more complete and

integrated understanding of the processes that generate species

diversity.
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ABSTRACT

Aim Whether the gradients of global diversity conform to equilibrium or non-

equilibrium dynamics remains an unresolved question in ecology and

evolution. Here, we evaluate four prominent hypotheses which invoke either

equilibrium (more individuals, niche diversity) or non-equilibrium dynamics

(diversification rate, evolutionary time) to explain species richness and

functional diversity of mammals worldwide.

Location Global.

Methods We combine structural equation modelling with simulations to

examine whether species richness and functional diversity are in equilibrium

with environmental conditions (climate, productivity) or whether they vary

with non-equilibrium factors (diversification rates, evolutionary time). We use

the newest and most inclusive phylogenetic, distributional and trait data for

mammals.

Results We find that species richness and functional diversity are decoupled

across multiple regions of the world. While species richness correlates closely

with environmental conditions, functional diversity depends mostly on non-

equilibrium factors (evolutionary time to overcome niche conservatism).

Moreover, functional diversity plateaus with species richness, such that species-

rich regions (especially the Neotropics) host many species that are apparently

functionally redundant.

Main conclusions We conclude that species richness depends on

environmental factors while functional diversity depends on the evolutionary

history of the region. Our work further challenges the classic notion that

highly productive regions host more species because they offer a great diversity

of ecological niches. Instead, they suggest that productive regions offer more

resources, which allow more individuals, populations and species to coexist

within a region, even when the species are apparently functionally redundant

(the more individuals hypothesis). Together these findings demonstrate how

ecological (the total amount of resources) and evolutionary factors (time to

overcome niche conservatism) might have interacted to generate the striking

diversity of mammals and their life histories.

Keywords
Conservatism, diversification, ecological limits, niche filling, saturation,

time for speciation.
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INTRODUCTION

Even after decades of research, the mechanisms that shape

global diversity patterns remain elusive and controversial.

Much of the controversy revolves around the relative impor-

tance of equilibrium and non-equilibrium processes. Equilib-

rium hypotheses argue that regional richness is set by

environmental conditions, which constrain the amount of

resources and the diversity of niches (Hutchinson, 1959;

MacArthur, 1972; Wright, 1983; Rabosky, 2009). Non-

equilibrium hypotheses claim that the number of species in a

region depends mostly on diversification rates and evolution-

ary time (i.e. assemblage age, time for speciation; Wallace,

1876; Fischer, 1960; Wiens et al., 2011). Both classes of

hypotheses are normally tested with data on species richness,

but they may be better assessed with complementary infor-

mation on species traits which captures functional diversity

and the partitioning of niches. Here, we integrate phyloge-

netic, geographical and trait data for mammals to evaluate

the two sets of hypotheses and uncover the mechanisms that

have likely shaped global mammalian diversity.

Under equilibrium hypotheses, total resource availability

and niche diversity together regulate the number of species

in a given region (MacArthur, 1972; Rabosky, 2009).

Resource availability may govern species richness by setting

the number of individuals, viable populations and species

that can regionally coexist, irrespective of their functional

similarity. This mechanism, known as the “more individuals

hypothesis” (Brown, 1981; Wright, 1983; Currie et al., 2004)

(Table 1a, Fig. 1a), has received limited attention as it allows

for regional coexistence of functionally redundant species,

which seems to contradict the principle of competitive exclu-

sion that has received support mostly from local-scale studies

(MacArthur & Pianka, 1966; Cavender-Bares et al., 2009).

The alternative and more broadly accepted explanation

argues that highly productive regions are species-rich because

they afford a great diversity of ecological niches (Simpson,

1953; MacArthur & Pianka, 1966; Evans et al., 2005) (Table

1b, Fig. 1a), such that species richness and functional diver-

sity are expected to be correlated. In either case, species

richness depends on environmental conditions, such as tem-

perature, precipitation and regional productivity (Hawkins

et al., 2003; Currie et al., 2004).

Under non-equilibrium hypotheses, species richness

depends mostly on evolutionary time (i.e. time for specia-

tion, assemblage age) and diversification rates (i.e. speciation

minus extinction) (Wallace, 1876; Fischer, 1960; Wiens et al.,

2011; Harmon & Harrison, 2015). The time-for-speciation

hypothesis posits that species gradually accumulate over

time, such that regions that were colonized earlier will have

higher richness (Wallace, 1876; Fischer, 1960; Wiens et al.,

2011) (Table 1c, Fig. 1b). Moreover, if species tend to retain

their ancestral niches, conforming to niche conservatism

sensu Wiens & Graham (2005), early colonized regions

should host functionally diverse suites of species because of

the long time for ecological divergence. In contrast, regions

that were colonized recently should host relatively few, func-

tionally redundant species (Table 1c, Fig. 1b). The diversifica-

tion rates hypothesis (Table 1d) further suggests that regions

become species rich because they rapidly accumulate species.

Rapid diversification within regions that are highly diverse

(especially the tropics) has been reported across many taxa

(e.g. Rohde, 1992; Mittelbach et al., 2007). In some cases,

diversification coincides with the divergence in functional

traits (e.g. adaptive radiations and punctuated equilibria;

Simpson, 1953; Eldredge & Gould, 1972; Schluter, 2000), but

it may also proceed without any obvious phenotypical

change (Rundell & Price, 2009). In the latter case, niche

Table 1 Equilibrium and non-equilibrium hypotheses of biological diversity. Each hypothesis is introduced together with its predictions

regarding species richness and functional diversity.

Hypothesis

Prediction

General mechanism Species richness (SR) Functional diversity (FD)

(a) Equilibrium:

resource availability

High productivity and resource availability can sustain more indi-

viduals, more viable populations and more species (i.e. the

more individuals hypothesis; Brown, 1981; Wright, 1983; Currie

et al., 2004)

SR correlates positively

with productivity

FD correlates weakly, if at

all, with productivity

(b) Equilibrium: niche

diversity

Productive environments support more species because they afford

a greater diversity of niches, facilitating species coexistence

(MacArthur & Pianka, 1966; Schluter, 2000; Evans et al., 2005)

SR correlates positively

with productivity

FD correlates strongly and

positively with

productivity

(c) Non-equilibrium:

evolutionary time

Evolutionary time allows assemblages to gradually accumulate

high diversity (Wallace, 1876; Fischer, 1960; Stephens & Wiens,

2003)

SR correlates positively

with evolutionary

time

FD correlates positively

with evolutionary time

(d) Non-equilibrium:

diversification rates

High diversity results from a fast accumulation of species due to

high speciation and/or low extinction, especially in the tropics

(Fischer, 1960; Stebbins, 1974; Mittelbach et al., 2007).

SR correlates positively

with diversification

rates

If diversification is coupled

with trait divergence, FD

correlates positively with

diversification rates

B. F. Oliveira et al.
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conservatism presumably constrains trait evolution and

results in functional redundancy among regionally coexisting

species (Rundell & Price, 2009) (Table 1d).

While equilibrium and non-equilibrium hypotheses have

received considerable attention in the literature (Wiens et al.,

2011; Cornell, 2013; Rabosky 2013; Rabosky & Hurlbert,

2015; Harmon & Harrison, 2015) and some empirical sup-

port (e.g. Stephens & Wiens, 2003; Rabosky & Glor, 2010;

Hawkins et al., 2012; Hutter et al., 2013), it remains

unknown whether they can explain the diversity of species

and their traits alike. It is also unresolved whether these two

classes of hypotheses are necessarily mutually exclusive or

whether they merely reflect different phases of similar proc-

esses (e.g. Phillimore & Price 2008; Cornell 2013), such that

equilibrium and non-equilibrium dynamics may prevail in

different regions depending on their evolutionary history. By

integrating information on species richness and functional

diversity, we aim to address these issues and shed light on

the mechanisms that generated the diversity of mammals and

their life histories (Table 1, Fig. 1).

METHODS

Data

Our phylogeny for mammals was extracted from the newly

assembled and smoothed time tree of life (Hedges et al.,

2015). With 5363 species and approximately 70% resolution,

our phylogeny represents arguably the most complete and

most resolved mammalian tree to date (Hedges et al., 2015).

Our analyses included all extant terrestrial mammals, includ-

ing aquatic and marine species born on land (e.g. sea otters,

polar bears).

Trait data were taken from a newly compiled dataset for

mammals that combines multiple sources and databases (e.g.

PanTHERIA, Jones et al., 2009; EltonTraits 1.0, Wilman

et al., 2014; Davidson et al., 2009; Arregoitia et al., 2013;

Pacifici et al., 2013). From this dataset, we selected the seven

most complete (57 6 16%) ecologically relevant traits: body

mass (log-transformed), habitat mode (aquatic, arboreal, fos-

sorial, terrestrial, marine born on land and volant), habitat

breadth (number of habitat modes used by a species), trophic

level (omnivore, herbivore, carnivore), diet breath (includes

over 20 categories), activity cycle (diurnal, nocturnal, both)

and litter size (log number of offspring born per female per

litter). These traits are generally believed to reflect many

important dimensions of the ecological niche in mammals

(e.g. Davidson et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2009; Safi et al.,

2011). Missing values were imputed using the nonparametric

version of the random forest algorithm which considers traits

only (‘R’ package missForest; Stekhoven & B€uhlmann, 2012).

This algorithm performs comparably to or better than its

alternatives, even without phylogenetic information (Penone

et al., 2014).

Range maps for mammals were taken from Rondinini et al.

(2011). These maps are based on ‘extent of suitable habitat’

models (ESH) that control for species-specific habitat preferen-

ces within species ranges (Rondinini et al., 2011). We trans-

formed all range maps into presence/absence grids and compiled

species assemblages for each grid cell. We used the Mollweide

equal-area projection to ensure that all grid cells covered the

same geographical area (100 km2) regardless of their latitudinal

position. Assemblages that lacked both phylogenetic and trait

data or contained fewer than five species were discarded (Hortal

et al., 2011). Our final combined dataset comprised 11,712 grid

cells with 4500 mammal species (87.66 6 4.04% of the totally

available distributional, phylogenetic and trait data); grid cell

richness correlated closely with that of the raw distributional

data (Pearson’s r 5 0.99; P< 0.001).

We used climatic variables and actual evapotranspiration

(AET) to capture environmental energy and resource avail-

ability. AET is a measure of plant biomass and environmental

productivity, which has been hypothesized to correspond

a) b)
Equilibrium Non-equilibrium

Time / Diversification rates
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of equilibrium and non-equilibrium hypotheses. Under equilibrium hypotheses, species richness (the

dark dots represent different species) and functional diversity (grey circles) are determined by environmental conditions, independently

of evolutionary history. In contrast, under non-equilibrium hypotheses, evolutionary time and diversification rates are the key

determinants of species richness and functional diversity. The hypotheses are further explained in Table 1.
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with the carrying capacity of a region (Hawkins et al., 2003).

AET data were taken from the United Nations Environment

Programme (Ahn & Tateishi, 1994; available at http://www.

grid.unep.ch/data/data.php). We also used 19 bioclimatic var-

iables (Hijmans et al., 2005) representing temperature, pre-

cipitation and seasonality, which are likely to correspond

with regional resources (Rohde, 1992; Hawkins et al., 2003;

Mittelbach et al., 2007). We used principal component analy-

sis (PCA) to combine all 19 variables into a single composite

variable (PC1), which explained 60% of the variation in the

climatic data and captured a gradient from cold and seasonal

to warm and non-seasonal conditions. PC1 and AET were

highly correlated (Pearsons’ r 5 0.72, P 5 0.001), and this col-

linearity motivated us to use only AET in further analyses

(Anderson & Burnham, 2002).

Phylometrics: evolutionary time and diversification

rates

An increasing number of phylometrics have been proposed

to capture the evolutionary history and phylogenetic struc-

ture of species assemblages (Faith, 1992; Webb, 2000; Redd-

ing & Mooers, 2006; Cavender-Bares et al., 2009; Davies &

Buckley, 2012; Tucker et al., 2016); however, there is little

consensus on the biological interpretation of many of these

metrics. For example, mean root distance (MRD), or the

mean number of nodes separating the tips from the root of a

phylogeny, has been interpreted as a measure of two very dis-

tinct variables: evolutionary time (e.g. Algar et al., 2009;

Hawkins et al., 2012) and diversification rates (e.g. Fritz &

Rahbek, 2012; Qian et al., 2015). In addition, MRD often

reaches extreme values in species-poor assemblages (Fritz &

Rahbek, 2012), suggesting that it might be sensitive to species

richness. It remains largely untested whether other phylomet-

rics have similar issues.

Given this lack of guidance in the literature, we conducted

simulations to evaluate which of the most commonly used

phylometrics [e.g. MRD, mean phylogenetic distance (MPD),

species-level diversification rate (DivRate)] (see Table S1 in

the Supporting Information for the complete list) are least

sensitive to assemblage richness and most accurately repre-

sent evolutionary time and diversification rates. To this end,

we simulated phylogenetic trees under a range of birth rates

(k), death rates (m), evolutionary times (t) and richness val-

ues (n). The baseline parameter values for the simulation

were inferred from the mammalian phylogeny (tree

size 5 5000, k 5 0.2, m5 0.14, t 5 180) (Hedges et al., 2015).

These values were varied across our simulations but left con-

stant within any particular simulation (diversification slow-

downs, accelerations, etc., were not considered).

In a first round of simulations, we identified the phylo-

metrics that were least sensitive to assemblage richness. We

used the previously inferred parameters to simulate 5000

phylogenies (tree size 5 5,000, k 5 0.2, m5 0.14, t 5 180) and

varied the degree of tree pruning across the phylogenies to

obtain 5000 assemblages, which differed in their phylogenetic

composition but had similar richness to the empirical

assemblages of mammals (mean 5 100, SD 5 38). We calcu-

lated 11 different phylometrics for each simulated assemblage

(Table S1) and identified the metrics that were least influ-

enced by assemblage richness.

These metrics were further examined in the second round

of simulations, where we evaluated how well they captured

either evolutionary time or diversification rates. This time,

we varied evolutionary time across our simulations (mean-

5 100, SD 5 20; equivalent to the estimated ages of mamma-

lian assemblages) while diversification rates and relative

branch lengths within the simulated phylogenies were held

constant (see Davies & Buckley, 2012). Next, we held evolu-

tionary time constant (t 5 40) while varying rates of diversifi-

cation, selecting speciation (k) and extinction rates (m) at

random from the exponential (mean 5 0.5) and the constant

distribution (m5 0.14), respectively. These statistical distribu-

tions were chosen to match speciation and extinction rates

observed across mammalian clades and in the fossil record,

which suggests that speciation rates varied against the back-

ground of stationary extinction within this group (Alroy,

1996). The resultant assemblages were therefore simulated

either under constant time or constant diversification, and

we evaluated which of the phylometrics correlated closely

and most exclusively with these variables. The script used for

the simulations is accessible from the GitHub repository

(https://github.com/oliveirab/simulation_phylometrics).

The simulations were parameterized with values extracted

from the mammalian tree (Hedges et al., 2015), but we

found that other parameter values and their various combi-

nations (e.g. different means of the exponential distribution,

differentially fixed tree age) yielded very similar results. The

results may therefore be transferable to other taxa, at least to

the extent that the phylogenies of these taxa are similar to

the mammalian tree (in terms of tree topology, branching

time distributions or tree shape). The script can be easily

adapted for different types of trees as well.

Functional diversity metrics

There are many metrics of functional diversity (Petchey &

Gaston, 2002; Lalibert�e & Legendre, 2010; Schleuter et al.,

2010; Pavoine & Bonsall, 2011), each suited for different pur-

poses, with their own sensitivities to outliers and species

richness. Therefore, we again used simulations to compare

the performance of the five most suitable candidate indices

(FRic, FEve, FDiv, FDis, Q; see Table S3). We avoided

dendrogram-based metrics because they vary dramatically,

even when applied to the same data, depending on the choice

of the distance measure and the clustering algorithm (Mou-

chet et al., 2008). Because we aimed to capture the spread of

species within their multidimensional trait space, we tested

how the five candidate metrics correlated with the range and

the standard deviation of trait values. Both the range and the

standard deviation measure trait spread, but the range is

more sensitive to outliers.
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Following Lalibert�e and Legendre (2010), we generated a

pool of 5000 simulated species from which we randomly

assembled 20,000 assemblages (simul.dbFD routine in the ‘R’

package FD) (Lalibert�e et al., 2014). The simulated assemb-

lages contained between 5 and 100 species, spanning the

range of richness values observed for mammals, from

species-poor (e.g. the Sahara Desert) to species-rich regions

(e.g. the Neotropics). Each species within each simulated

assemblage was assigned five different traits whose values

were selected at random from several statistical distributions

(normal, log-normal and exponential), which we parameter-

ized to approximate the empirical values observed across

mammals. This procedure ensured that we compiled a realis-

tic collection of phenotypes and functional spaces (Lalibert�e

& Legendre, 2010, Lalibert�e et al., 2014). The metrics that

perform poorly across the simulated data need to be inter-

preted cautiously when applied to mammals or other taxo-

nomic groups of similar functional diversity (Lalibert�e &

Legendre, 2010, Lalibert�e et al., 2014). The script for these

simulations is accessible at https://github.com/oliveirab/simu-

lation_traits.

Statistical analysis

To evaluate the effects of equilibrium (AET) and non-

equilibrium factors (diversification rates, evolutionary time)

on species richness and functional diversity, we used struc-

tural equation modelling (SEM), in which causal relation-

ships among the variables of interest are statistically defined

and evaluated in the form of mutually interconnected equa-

tions (e.g. Shipley, 2009). The SEM models were imple-

mented within the generalized least-squares (GLS) and the

mixed-effects framework (LME) to account for spatial auto-

correlation (Lefcheck, 2016). The former framework allows

full spatial error terms to be fitted, while the latter incorpo-

rates realm identity as a random effect. Inspection of model

residuals indicated that the autocorrelation was significantly

better accommodated under the LME (Fig. S1), so we only

present those results (Shipley, 2009; Lefcheck, 2016).

Due to the distinct faunas of Australia and Oceania

(monotremes and marsupials), most of the inferred phylo-

metrics had a clearly bimodal distribution, so we split our

dataset and reran our analyses for Australia–Oceania and the

rest of the world separately (following Holt et al., 2013). In

addition, we investigated whether regions with relatively

young and relatively old faunas supported differential

dynamics (non-equilibrium versus equilibrium). In particu-

lar, we divided the 100-km2 grid cells containing the mam-

malian assemblages into four quartiles, depending on the

estimated age of their faunas, to identify regions with the

youngest (25th quartile) and the oldest (75th quartile) mam-

mal faunas. Then, we reran our statistical analyses for these

regions separately.

The phylogenetic and the functional metrics used across

our analyses were only minimally influenced by assemblage

richness (see Results and Tables S2 & S4). However, to elimi-

nate any remaining and potentially confounding effects of

richness, we used null models to estimate their standard

effect sizes (SES). SES compare the observed values of the

metrics with the values expected for random species assemb-

lages [SES 5 observed – mean (null)/SD (null)] (Webb, 2000;

Swenson, 2014), which we generated by selecting species at

random from the pool of all mammals (Webb, 2000; Swen-

son, 2014). SES are completely independent of assemblage

richness but may be hard to interpret biologically (Swenson,

2014). For these reasons, we repeated our analyses for both

raw values and SES of the employed metrics.

Finally, we performed a series of outlier analyses to evalu-

ate the robustness of our findings. We used Bonferroni’s test

of Studentized residuals to identify outliers and determine if

their removal from our analyses influenced the results (Cook

& Weisberg, 1982). To satisfy the statistical assumptions of

normality and linearity across our analyses, we log-

transformed richness and square-root transformed AET. All

SEM models were built using the piecewise SEM package

(Lefcheck, 2016) implemented in the statistical environment

‘R’ (R Core Team, 2015).

RESULTS

Phylometrics: evolutionary time and diversification

rates

We examined the statistical properties of 11 different phylo-

metrics (Table S1) to assess which of them were least con-

founded by species richness and most accurately represented

evolutionary time and diversification rates. We found that

evolutionary time was best approximated by MPD (Table

S2), mathematically defined as the mean of all pairwise phy-

logenetic distances among species within an assemblage

(Webb, 2000). MPD increases with the degree of phylogenetic

divergence between species within an assemblage, which

makes it easily interpretable in terms of evolutionary time.

Diversification rates were best predicted by DivRate. DivRate

is an inverse of the mean fair proportion measure, which

represents the proportion of branch lengths shared between

the focal species and all the other species in the tree

(Redding & Mooers, 2006; Isaac et al., 2007). For example,

species within rapidly diversifying clades are typically con-

nected with short branches that are only partially shared

across the many species within the clade, which produces

high values of DivRate (Jetz et al., 2012). The other exam-

ined phylometrics (PD, MNTD, RBL, ED, etc., see Table S1

for definitions) often confounded the effects of diversification

rates and time across our simulations. Many were also sensi-

tive to assemblage richness (Table S2).

Functional diversity metrics

The range and the standard deviation of trait values across

the simulated assemblages were most accurately approxi-

mated by functional dispersion (FDis) (Table S4), which

measures the mean distance of species from the centroid of
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the assemblage trait space (Lalibert�e & Legendre, 2010). FDis

was largely independent of species richness while the other

indices (FDiv, FRic, FEve; see Tables S3 & S4) were correlated

with the range, but not the standard deviation, of trait val-

ues, or showed high sensitivity to assemblage richness.

Empirical results

Species richness and functional diversity varied substantially

across continents (Fig. 2). In the Old World, they correlated

with each other and reached their highest values in the

tropics of Africa and Southeast Asia. In the New World,

however, species richness and functional diversity were

decoupled. Species richness increased towards the tropics,

but functional diversity peaked at high latitudes in the Amer-

icas (Fig. 2).

Worldwide, functional diversity increased asymptotically

[polynomial function; R2 5 0.43, Akaike information crite-

rion (AIC) 5 256,580, P< 0.001] rather than linearly with

species richness (R2 5 0.20, AIC 5 252,557, P< 0.001; Fig.

3a), suggesting functional redundancy in species-rich regions

(especially in the tropics of the New World; Fig. 2). The

same results were supported when we removed outliers from

the analysis (Fig. S2). After we statistically accounted for the

effect of species richness (Fig. 3b,c, Table S5), we found that

functional diversity significantly increased with evolutionary

time (global model, R2 5 0.22, P< 0.001; Australian model,

R2 5 0.34, P< 0.001) (Fig. 3b,c), suggesting disproportion-

ately high functional diversity across old assemblages (com-

pare Fig. 2 with Fig. S3).

Species richness correlated closely with AET (b 5 0.64,

P< 0.001), but only loosely with evolutionary time

(b 5 0.08, P< 0.001) and diversification rates (b 5 20.19,

P< 0.001) (Fig. 4a), indicating that species richness may be

influenced primarily by environmental conditions. The same

results were supported by the global and the Australian mod-

els (Fig. 4a,b) and across regions with relatively young and

relatively old mammalian faunas (Fig. 4c,d). Moreover, diver-

sification rates were generally low in species-rich regions (e.g.

in the tropics; see Fig. 2), as further corroborated by the neg-

ative path coefficients between diversification rates and spe-

cies richness (Fig. 4). The same results were supported

regardless of whether evolutionary time was expressed in

terms of MPD or SES–MPD (Figs S4 & S5).

Functional diversity, in contrast, was better explained by

evolutionary time (b 5 0.54, P< 0.001), as compared with

the diversification rate (b 5 20.05, P< 0.001) or AET

(b 5 0.34, P< 0.001) (Fig. 4a), indicating non-equilibrium

dynamics. The strong correlation with evolutionary time (but

not with diversification rate) (see Fig. 4) suggests that the

accumulation of functional diversity lags behind the diversifi-

cation process. These results were again supported for the

global and the Australian models (Fig. 4a,b) and across

regions with young and old mammalian assemblages

(Fig. 4c,d). Similar results were supported regardless of

whether we measured functional diversity as FDis or SES–

FDis (Figs S4 & S5), suggesting that our findings were not

confounded by species richness.

DISCUSSION

Species richness and functional diversity seem to be

decoupled across multiple regions of the world and are likely

governed by different mechanisms. Specifically, species

Figure 2 Geographical variation in species richness, functional diversity, evolutionary time and diversification rates. Functional diversity

was measured as functional dispersion (FDis; Lalibert�e & Legendre, 2010). Evolutionary time corresponded to the mean phylogenetic

distance (MPD; Webb, 2000) and diversification rates to the inverse of the fair-proportion measure (DivRate; Redding & Mooers, 2006;

Isaac et al., 2007; Jetz et al., 2012).
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richness conforms to equilibrium dynamics and correlates

closely with environmental factors (climate, AET) but not

with evolutionary factors, such as diversification rates and

time (Fig. 4). In fact, regions with high mammalian richness

show relatively slow diversification (Fig. 2). Functional diver-

sity follows non-equilibrium dynamics and gradually

increases over time. Old mammalian assemblages are typi-

cally functionally diverse, regardless of how many species

they contain (Fig. 2), while young assemblages tend to con-

sist of functionally redundant species (especially in the Neo-

tropics) (Figs 3b,c & 4). These findings together indicate that

environmental factors constrain the accumulation of species

within a region, while the time needed to overcome niche

conservatism constrains their functional divergence.

The relationship between species richness and environmen-

tal conditions is well documented (Wright, 1983; Hawkins

et al., 2003; Currie et al., 2004; Evans et al., 2005). The most

common explanation for this relationship is that environ-

mental conditions reflect available resources, niche diversity

or both. Our results do not support the hypothesis that high

richness within highly productive regions results from the

great diversity of niches that these regions afford (Simpson,

1953; Evans et al., 2005). Instead, regional richness seems to

be governed by the total amount of resources which species

need to maintain viable populations (i.e. the more individu-

als hypothesis sensu Evans et al., 2005). This conclusion is

consistent with the lack of correlation between mammalian

richness and functional diversity (Fig. 3) despite the strong

relationship between mammalian richness and productivity

(Fig. 4) (Evans et al., 2005; Willig, 2011; Hurlbert & Stegen,

2014). It also hinges on the assumption that our life-history

traits capture the range of ecological strategies across mam-

mals. While this is difficult to demonstrate definitively, it

seems safe to infer that mammals in some regions (e.g. the

Neotropics) are more functionally redundant than their

counterparts in other, equally species-rich and productive

regions (the Afrotropics and Southeast Asia) (Figs 2 & S4),

in agreement with the conclusion that total resources, rather

than niche diversity, limit regional richness in mammals.

Unlike species richness, functional diversity depended

mostly on evolutionary time (Fig. 4a–d), which was further

corroborated by the fact that the residuals from the relation-

ship between functional diversity and species richness

increased with evolutionary time (Fig. 3b,c). This indicates

that mammalian assemblages which include relatively old lin-

eages have disproportionally high functional diversity, given

their richness. These findings are consistent with the niche

conservatism hypothesis, which posits that species tend to

retain their ancestral traits (Wiens & Graham, 2005; Pyron

Figure 3 Predictors of functional diversity. Functional diversity

plateaued with increasing species richness (a), suggesting

functional redundancy in species-rich regions. After we

subtracted the effects of species richness (a), the residuals in

functional diversity increased linearly with evolutionary time for

both (b) the global and model (c) the Australian model.

Evolutionary time was measured as mean phylogenetic distance

(Webb, 2000); the colours/shades indicate different

biogeographical realms (see key) (Holt et al., 2013).
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et al., 2015), such that assemblages become increasingly func-

tionally diverse over time. In addition, these findings shed

new light on the somewhat perplexing conclusion that func-

tional diversity is subject to strong environmental filtering in

the tropics (e.g. Lamanna et al., 2014) as the surprisingly low

functional diversity in the tropics could be simply the out-

come of rapid accumulation of species with little time for

ecological divergence.

The lack of relationship between species richness and func-

tional diversity has been previously reported for some taxa

and regions (Shepherd, 1998; Stevens et al., 2003; Safi et al.,

2011; Ricklefs, 2012). For example, low functional diversity

despite high species richness occurs in tropical mammals

(Safi et al., 2011) and tropical trees (Lamanna et al., 2014)

while Neotropical bats show highest functional diversity at

moderate species richness (Stevens et al., 2003). In mammals

and birds, regional richness rarely reflects niche diversity

(Belmaker & Jetz, 2015; Fergnani & Ruggiero, 2015). Multiple

mechanisms have been suggested to explain these surprising

results. Specifically, latitudinal differences in the strength of

niche conservatism might hinder functional divergence in

tropical species (Wiens & Donoghue, 2004; Buckley et al.,

2010; Cooper & Purvis, 2010) while low tropical seasonality

and high resource availability might together facilitate the

coexistence of functionally redundant species (Weir &

Schluter, 2007; Safi et al., 2011). Here, we unrecovered the

possible evolutionary mechanism, namely that species and

their functional traits are generated differently. Species rich-

ness accumulates relatively fast, regulated by diversity-

dependent mechanisms associated with environmental condi-

tions and resource availability. Functional diversity lags

behind species richness, presumably because of the time nec-

essary for traits to ecologically diverge. Such differential

dynamics can explain why comparably species-rich regions

host functionally very different suites of mammals (Fig. 2).

We recognize that equilibrium and non-equilibrium

dynamics are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Many

regions may show some mixture of these dynamics and dif-

ferent dynamics may prevail across regions, depending on

their evolutionary history. Still, our analyses recovered very

similar dynamics across regions. The same dynamics were

recovered globally (Fig. 4a), for Australia–Oceania (Fig. 4b)

and for different biogeographical realms (Fig. 3) despite their

dramatically different geological, evolutionary and

Figure 4 Path models of species richness (SR) and functional diversity (FD). Non-equilibrium effects are indicated by red arrows:

EvolTime (evolutionary time, MPD; Webb, 2000), DivRate (diversification rate; Redding & Mooers, 2006; Isaac et al., 2007; Jetz et al.,

2012). Equilibrium effects are indicated by blue arrows: AET (environmental productivity captured by the actual evapotranspiration).

Path coefficients give the strength of partial correlations (5 standardized b-coefficients from piecewise SEM) (Lefcheck, 2016).

Dashed arrows indicate non-significant effects (P� 0.05). Path thickness reflects the values of b-coefficients. All variables are explained

in the text.
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colonization history. In addition, the same results were recov-

ered for regions with relatively young (Fig. 4c) and relatively

old mammalian faunas (Fig. 4d), suggesting that equilibrium

and non-equilibrium dynamics might not represent different

phases of the same process. Regions hosting ancient faunas

are no more likely to have reached their equilibrium than

regions with relatively young faunas (Fig. 4c,d). These find-

ings together corroborate that species richness follows equi-

librium dynamics, governed by climate and productivity,

while functional diversity follows non-equilibrium dynamics,

dependent mostly on the evolutionary time to overcome

niche conservatism, across regions with very different histor-

ies (Figs 4 & S5, Table S5).

We also recovered some potentially important findings for

phylometrics, which have been used extensively to study the

effects of evolutionary time and diversification rates on

regional richness (e.g. Algar et al., 2009; Davies & Buckley,

2012; Hawkins et al., 2012; Qian et al., 2015). Yet, how accu-

rately a given phylometric captures time and diversification

rates or how sensitive it is to richness has rarely been for-

mally assessed. Our simulations suggest that many of the

widely used phylometrics confound time and diversification

rates (Table S2). Moreover, even the phylometrics mathemati-

cally defined to be independent of species richness are empir-

ically correlated with it (Table S2). For example, MRD,

employed across many previous studies, proved to be

strongly dependent on assemblage richness across our simu-

lations while being only weakly related to evolutionary time

or diversification rates (Table S2). These findings may have

important implications for the validity of previous studies

and phylometrics in general (e.g. Algar et al., 2009; Hawkins

et al., 2012; Fritz & Rahbek, 2012). In addition to illuminat-

ing their potential pitfalls, our simulations identified phylo-

metrics that approximate evolutionary time (MPD; Webb,

2000) and diversification rate (DivRate; Redding & Mooers,

2006; Isaac et al., 2007; Jetz et al., 2012) reasonably well and

therefore maximize the chances of teasing the effects of these

two variables apart.

We recognize that species assemblages are not constant,

and the suites of geographically co-occurring species may

change over time. Yet, the turnover of species across the geo-

graphical scales assessed in our study appears to be relatively

low and most species tend to remain within their biogeo-

graphical realms while showing only limited dispersal

between them (Dynesius & Jansson, 2000; Wiens & Donog-

hue, 2004; Crisp et al., 2009). Historical dispersals may still

have introduced some noise to our analyses, but we were

able to recover the well-known biogeographical patterns (the

distinct assemblages of Australia and New Guinea, basal mar-

supial lineages in South America and the comparatively

younger fauna of Africa), indicating that our study captured

the key trends in the composition of mammalian assemblages

(Fig. 2).

We further acknowledge that our estimates of functional

diversity, and the following conclusions, reflect our choice of

functional traits. We used traits that are generally believed to

capture many of the important dimensions of the ecological

niche in mammals, including their body mass, reproduction,

diet, activity cycle and habitat mode (Jones et al., 2009;

Davidson et al., 2009; Safi et al., 2011). Nevertheless, the eco-

logical significance of any particular trait might vary across

mammalian taxa, and the selection of ecologically relevant

traits is always somewhat subjective and dependent on data

availability.

Taken together, our results reveal that species richness and

functional diversity are often decoupled, probably because

different processes generate these two dimensions of biologi-

cal diversity. Species richness seems to converge on an equi-

librium determined by environmental conditions, such that

regions with different evolutionary histories often show con-

spicuously similar species richness gradients (Davies & Buck-

ley, 2012; Hawkins et al., 2012). In contrast, functional

diversity, controlled mostly by time to overcome niche con-

servatism, shows different patterns across regions, depending

on their history. These findings together illustrate that the

evolution of life histories may be decoupled from species

origination. They also underscore that slow functional evolu-

tion may prevent some mammals from keeping pace with

rapid environmental changes.
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Abstract

Aim: Many important patterns and processes vary across the phylogeny and depend on phyloge-

netic scale. Nonetheless, phylogenetic scale has never been formally conceptualized, and its

potential remains largely unexplored. Here, we formalize the concept of phylogenetic scale, review

how phylogenetic scale has been considered across multiple fields and provide practical guidelines

for the use of phylogenetic scale to address a range of biological questions.

Innovation: We summarize how phylogenetic scale has been treated in macroevolution, commu-

nity ecology, biogeography and macroecology, illustrating how it can inform, and possibly resolve,

some of the longstanding controversies in these fields. To promote the concept empirically, we

define phylogenetic grain and extent, scale dependence, scaling and the domains of phylogenetic

scale. We illustrate how existing phylogenetic data and statistical tools can be used to investigate

the effects of scale on a variety of well-known patterns and processes, including diversification

rates, community structure, niche conservatism or species-abundance distributions.

Main conclusions: Explicit consideration of phylogenetic scale can provide new and more com-

plete insight into many longstanding questions across multiple fields (macroevolution, community

ecology, biogeography and macroecology). Building on the existing resources and isolated efforts

across fields, future research centred on phylogenetic scale might enrich our understanding of the

processes that together, but over different scales, shape the diversity of life.

K E YWORD S

biodiversity, community structure, conservation, diversification, domains of scale, genetics,

genomics, microbiology, spatial scale

1 | INTRODUCTION

Numerous patterns in ecology and evolution vary across the phylog-

eny. Species richness declines with latitude across orders and classes,

but not necessarily across their constituent genera (Buckley et al.,

2010; Marquet, Fern�andez, Navarrete, & Valdovinos, 2004). Phyloge-

netic delimitation of species pools influences our inferences about the

processes that form local communities (Cavender-Bares, Kozak, Fine, &

Kembel, 2009; Chalmandrier et al., 2013). Many other examples also

illustrate that patterns in ecology and evolution might depend on phy-

logenetic scale (Figure 1). Nonetheless, unlike the extensively

developed concepts of spatial and temporal scale, where scale depend-

ence in the patterns and processes has long been acknowledged

(Chave, 2013; Levin, 1992; Wiens, 1989; Willis & Whittaker, 2002),

the importance of phylogenetic scale has only recently begun to be rec-

ognized. Here, we formalize and develop the concept of phylogenetic

scale, summarize how it has been considered across fields, provide

empirical guidelines for the treatment of phylogenetic scale and sug-

gest further research directions.

Phylogenies represent a hierarchy of mutually nested clades whose

position relative to each other can be used to define phylogenetic scale.

Phylogenetic scale can bemeasured in variousways (taxonomic ranks, clade

age, clade size or other measures; Box 1) and, in some cases, we can distin-

guish further between phylogenetic extent and phylogenetic grain (Figure

2a–c and Box 1). In community ecology, for example, analyses based on
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large phylogenetic extents, such as angiosperms, typically suggest that com-

munity composition has been shaped by environmental filters, whereas

analyses of small extents (e.g., white oaks) often implicate a suite of addi-

tional mechanisms (such as competition, mutualisms and dispersal limi-

tation; Cavender-Bares et al., 2009). By examining multiple grains

(clades of different ages) within a given phylogenetic extent (families

of birds), researchers found that old clades show higher sympatry

than young clades, as expected under the model of allopatric specia-

tion followed by secondary sympatry (Barraclough & Vogler, 2000).

Sometimes, however, it might be preferable to investigate patterns

and processes with respect to phylogenetic scale without making the

distinction between grain and extent (Figure 2d and Box 1).

Despite the massive increase in phylogeny-based research over

the last years (O’Meara, 2012), studies that systematically investigate

how patterns and processes change with phylogenetic scale (e.g., niche

conservatism, community structure, diversification rate) or use phylo-

genetic scale to identify the ‘laws of ecology’ [i.e., universal patterns

that hold across scales, such as species-abundance distributions (SAD)

or latitudinal gradients] are still relatively scarce. Consequently, it

seems likely that the full potential of the growing body of the

(b)(a)

(d)(c)

FIGURE 1 Examples of patterns that vary across phylogenetic scales. (a) The latitudinal diversity gradient. Mammal diversity decreases
with latitude across large clades, but many other patterns emerge across small clades, including inverse ones (select clades depicted in
black). (b) The dependence of population abundance on body mass. The dependence is negative across large phylogenetic scales (mammals
depicted in grey) but varies substantially across small scales (select clades depicted in black). (c) Diversification dynamics. Expansionary
dynamics detected at some scales are not in conflict with saturation taking place at other scales. (d) Statistical correlations. Even though the
depicted variables are positively correlated within each of the two subclades, the correlation becomes negative when the subclades are
studied together. The data were taken from the IUCN (IUCN, 2017) and PanTHERIA (Jones et al., 2009)
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phylogenetic data and that of the methods being continuously devel-

oped to analyse them have not yet been realized. We contend that

this combination of factors makes the concept of phylogenetic scale

particularly timely. More rigorous treatment of phylogenetic scale

might produce a more in-depth understanding of biological patterns

and processes, similar to that previously produced by the explicit con-

sideration of temporal and spatial scale (Chave, 2013; Levin, 1992;

Wiens, 1989; Willis & Whittaker, 2002). We hope that our work will

inspire further debate, provide the common ground for cross-field

discussion and advance the notion of phylogenetic scale in ecology

and evolution.

2 | PHYLOGENETIC SCALE IN CURRENT
RESEARCH

Different fields in ecology and evolution have considered the concept of

phylogenetic scale to varying degrees, from acknowledging that patterns

change across scales to explicit scale-based analyses. The fields often

Box 1. The concept of phylogenetic scale

The concept of scale is based on the fact that some entities (e.g., regions, clades) can be ordered relative to one another into a hierarchy.

The relative position within the hierarchy (i.e., above, below) then defines scale (scala means ladder in Latin). For example, continents con-

tain biomes, ecoregions and localities, giving rise to a spatial hierarchy that defines spatial scale (Wiens, 1989). Likewise, large clades con-

tain small clades, producing a hierarchy that can be used to define phylogenetic scale.

Phylogenetic scale is precisely defined for nested clades, which can be easily ordered relative to one another. However, in many cases,

we need to define phylogenetic scale for non-nested clades, whose ordering is less intuitive and requires some standardized measures.

Taxonomic ranks have traditionally served as one such measure, but ranks for distantly related taxa are rarely comparable (e.g., genera in

mammals and genera in insects). Alternatives include clade age, clade size, node-to-root distance, tree depth (i.e., time slices through the

tree) or the degree of molecular and phenotypic divergence (measured on a phylogram as the total number of nucleotide substitutions,

derived characters, etc., within a clade). Even these measures are not comparable in all circumstances (e.g., clades of a similar size might

not be comparable in terms of their phenotypic divergence), but the same applies to the measures of spatial scale. Spatial grains of stand-

ardized sizes, for example, might not ensure comparability across species with dramatically different home range sizes (Levin, 1992). This

means that there is not a single all-purpose measure for phylogenetic scale. Instead, the most suitable measure should be chosen based on

the biological properties of the system (e.g., body size, generation time, rates of morphological evolution) and the attribute we wish to

evaluate (e.g., diversification rate, the strength of trait conservatism, regression slope between two variables).

Once the attribute of interest and the most appropriate measure of phylogenetic scale are identified, we can study the attribute spe-

cifically with respect to the scale axis (sensu Figure 2d). For example, niche conservatism might decline with clade age, whereas the

strength of diversification slowdowns might increase with clade size. This type of research can generate fundamental insights, as amply

evidenced by previous work on spatial scale. The species–area relationship (SAR), for example, describes changes in species richness with

respect to a measure of spatial scale (i.e., geographical area), producing a variety of key insights for biodiversity theory, conservation and

management (Chave, 2013; Storch, 2016).

In some cases, it is illuminating to distinguish between phylogenetic grain and extent. In spatial scale, grain refers to the area of the ele-

mentary unit of analysis (e.g., grid cells within a continent), whereas extent refers to the total area analysed (e.g., the continent). Likewise,

phylogenetic grain refers to the elementary unit of analysis (defined in terms of clade age, clade size, or, perhaps less exactly, taxonomic

rank), whereas phylogenetic extent refers to the total phylogeny that would encompass all the elementary units analysed. For example, envi-

ronmental seasonality and the strength of niche conservatism can be calculated for multiple genera (phylogenetic grain) within birds (phylo-

genetic extent) and correlated with each other. We can investigate the changes in the correlation coefficient with respect to changes in the

phylogenetic grain (e.g., genera, families, orders, within birds) and/or changes in the phylogenetic extent (e.g., genera across birds, tetrapods,

vertebrates) of the analysis (Figure 2a–c). In community phylogenetics, metrics that capture different grains of the phylogenetic structure of

a community can be explored against the background of various phylogenetic extents (see section 2.2 Community ecology). Note that phylo-

genetic grain cannot be defined separately from phylogenetic extent, and vice versa. Moreover, the distinction between grain and extent

applies to the analysis (e.g., correlation analysis, regression analysis), rather than to the attributes analysed (e.g., niche conservatism).

Even though phylogenetic scale might sometimes be approximated conveniently using temporal scale (clade age, time slices through

the tree, etc.), the two types of scale are principally different (Jablonski, 2007). Temporal scale ignores phylogenetic hierarchy and, in

many cases, fails to capture the patterns across the phylogeny adequately. For example, a phenotypic trait might evolve at different rates

across closely related clades (e.g., because of clade-specific selection regimes), such that the same temporal scale becomes associated with

very different degrees of phenotypic divergence. In this case, the degree of phenotypic divergence might serve as a more suitable (time-

independent) measure of phylogenetic scale, which delimits clades comparable in terms of their phenotypic evolution.
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differ in how they measure phylogenetic scale (e.g., clade size, clade age,

taxonomic ranks) and explore patterns across scales (e.g., varying the

grain or the extent of the analysis, or simply studying how an attribute

changes across scales). In this section, we describe current research on

phylogenetic scale and illustrate how different fields might benefit from

the concept, common vocabulary and shared methodology that might

lay the foundations for further cross-field discussion.

2.1 | Evolution and diversification

Evolutionary diversification (net outcome of speciation and extinction)

and disparification (divergence of trait values within a clade) are known

to vary across phylogenetic scales. Even though there is a suite of meth-

ods to explore diversification and disparification across a phylogeny

(Alfaro et al., 2009; Ingram & Mahler, 2013; O’Meara, 2012; Rabosky,

2014; Tables 1 and 2), most studies report macroevolutionary patterns

without investigating them specifically with respect to phylogenetic

scale. Such investigation seems increasingly important, as large phyloge-

nies (�1,000 species), comprising increasingly heterogeneous patterns,

are now routinely analysed (O’Meara, 2012). By investigating the pat-

terns across phylogenetic grains, extents and scales (Figure 2), we might

start to resolve some of the outstanding controversies in the field.

One such controversy revolves around the dynamics of diversity

and diversification. It has been debated whether the dynamics are
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FIGURE 2 Investigating patterns across grains, extents and scales. The first row illustrates changes in spatial grain (from a to b), changes in spatial
extent (from a to c) and changes in spatial scale (d). Likewise, the second row illustrates changes in phylogenetic grain (from a to b), changes in
phylogenetic extent (from a to c) and changes in phylogenetic scale (d). We can investigate an attribute of interest directly with respect to the scale
axis (bottom row of panel d) or we can correlate the attribute with another one (third row), and study their correlation with respect to changing the
grain (bottom row of panel b) and changing the extent of the analysis (bottom row of panel c). In the depicted example, increasing the grain changes
the unimodal relationship (r50) to a negative correlation (r<0), whereas decreasing the extent produces a positive correlation (r>0). The phylogeny
used to define phylogenetic scale can be a cladogram (branch lengths are not needed to define phylogenetic scale if the analysed clades are nested),
phenogram (branch lengths reflect the number of nucleotide substitutions, derived characters, etc.) or chronogram (time-calibrated branch lengths)
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expansionary, such that regional and clade diversity accumulate con-

stantly over time (Benton & Emerson, 2007; Harmon & Harrison, 2015;

Nee, Mooers, & Harvey, 1992) or whether the dynamics are ecologi-

cally limited, such that diversity tends toward an equilibrium (Jablonski

& Sepkoski, 1996; Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015; Rabosky & Lovette,

2008). Genera with dozens of species show a variety of dynamics,

including expansion (Benton & Emerson, 2007; Harmon & Harrison,

2015; Wiens, 2011) and decline (Morlon, Parsons, & Plotkin, 2011). In

contrast, higher taxa with thousands of species are often saturated at

their equilibrium diversity (Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015); although cases

of expansion in very large clades have also been reported (e.g., birds,

tetrapods; Hedges, Marin, Suleski, Paymer, & Kumar, 2015; Jetz,

Thomas, Joy, Hartmann, & Mooers, 2012). Moreover, changes in diver-

sification rates from lower to higher taxa are well documented in the

fossil record and island radiations (Benton & Emerson, 2007; Glor,

2010). Even though some of these findings might be artefacts (e.g.,

diversification slowdowns intensify with clade size owing to statistical

issues or cryptic speciation; Alizon, Kucera, & Jansen, 2008; Machac,

Storch, & Wiens, 2013; Moen & Morlon, 2014), it is possible that diver-

sification dynamics vary systematically across phylogenetic scales, such

that seemingly contradictory dynamics (e.g., expansion, saturation and

decline) might be detected across different segments of the same phy-

logenetic tree (Figure 1c; Benton & Emerson, 2007; Hedges et al.,

2015; Jablonski, 2007; Jetz et al., 2012; Machac, Graham, & Storch,

2018; Morlon et al., 2011). If this is the case, the debate as to whether

the dynamics are expansionary or equilibrial should perhaps be

reframed in terms of phylogenetic scale. One potentially powerful

approach might be to explore the scales over which the different

dynamics prevail, identify the ecological factors that determine the

shifts between the dynamics, or study how the dynamics combine

across nested clades of different ages and sizes to produce the emer-

gent dynamics, observed across an entire phylogeny (see section 3

Phylogenetic scale in practice; Jablonski, 2007; Jetz et al., 2012;

Machac et al., 2013, Machac et al., 2018).

Evolutionary disparification varies across the phylogeny as well,

because traits (morphological, physiological, behavioural, molecular,

etc.) diverge at different rates and, therefore, are conserved over differ-

ent phylogenetic scales (sensu Figure 2d; Blomberg, Garland, & Ives,

2003; Harmon et al., 2010). Even though the rates of trait (or niche)

evolution have been the subject of much research, clear generalizations

about how they vary across phylogenetic scales have not yet emerged.

In some cases, physiological traits, which largely determine species dis-

tributions (e.g., frost tolerance; Donoghue, 2008), are conserved at

large phylogenetic scales (e.g., at the family level), whereas habitat- and

diet-related traits, which mediate species coexistence locally, are phylo-

genetically labile and conserved only at small scales (Blomberg et al.,

2003). However, the opposite pattern has also been observed, where

physiological tolerances were conserved at small scales, whereas habi-

tat, diet, body size and feeding method remained unchanged for most

of a clade’s history (Price et al., 2014). Functional genomics reveal that

the phylogenetic scale of trait conservatism might reflect the complex-

ity of the trait (Martiny, Treseder, & Pusch, 2013). In microorganisms,

at least, complex traits encoded by many genes (e.g., photosynthesis,

methanogenesis) tend to be conserved deep in the phylogenetic tree,

whereas simple traits (e.g., the ability to use simple substrates, such as

raffinose, citrate or serine) are often phylogenetically labile (Martiny

et al., 2013). Future research in genomics might therefore illuminate

the interplay of molecular, ecological and evolutionary mechanisms

that together determine the phylogenetic scale of conservatism in dif-

ferent types of traits.

2.2 | Community ecology

Community ecology stands out as a field where the effects of phyloge-

netic scale have been studied extensively, thus illustrating the theoreti-

cal and empirical potential of the concept (Cavender-Bares et al., 2009;

M€unkem€uller et al., 2014). Specifically, research across phylogenetic

grains and extents has been used to disentangle the different processes

that together shape community structure.

To study the phylogenetic structure of a community, researchers

often calculate standardized metrics, which can be classified with

respect to the phylogenetic grain that they capture (Mazel, Davies,

Gallien et al., 2016; Swenson, 2009, 2011; Webb, Ackerly, McPeek, &

Donoghue, 2002). The nearest taxon index (NTI), for example, targets

the shallow parts of the phylogeny or small phylogenetic grains, as it

measures distances between closely related species within a commu-

nity. The net relatedness index (NRI), in contrast, measures the distan-

ces between all species within a community, thus covering an inclusive

range of grains, both small and large (Swenson, 2009; Webb et al.,

2002). The same sensitivity to community structure at different phylo-

genetic grains holds for many beta-diversity metrics (e.g., PhyloSor,

UniFrac and Dnn capture the shallow parts of the phylogeny; Swenson,

2011). Combining metrics capturing different grains, Mazel, Davies,

Gallien et al. (2016) found evidence suggestive of recent diversification

events in South America (phylogenetic clustering near the tips) but not

in Africa (clustering near the root), suggesting that the faunas were

assembled differently across the two continents. Parmentier et al.

(2014) investigated the structure of tree communities across a range of

phylogenetic and spatial grains and concluded that environmental filter-

ing shaped the communities at all but the smallest grains, where com-

petition appeared to predominate.

Phylogenetic extent, too, can have significant effects on phyloge-

netic metrics of community structure. These metrics are often standar-

dized with respect to null expectations, typically based on a species

pool defined by the phylogenetic extent of the group under investiga-

tion (Cavender-Bares et al., 2009; Chalmandrier et al., 2013; Parra,

McGuire, & Graham, 2010). Changing the phylogenetic extent of their

analysis, Parra et al. (2010) obtained different patterns of community

structure for hummingbirds (Trochilidae) and their separate subclades

(emeralds, mangoes and brilliants). Chalmandrier et al. (2013) manipu-

lated phylogenetic extent through randomization (within clades and

between clades) to uncover the effects of biotic interactions, which

were masked by environmental filtering at large phylogenetic extents.

Phylogenetic scale might further inform the ecology of microbial

communities, community invasions and conservation. Microbial com-

munities, such as those of gut symbionts, are shaped by horizontal
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(colonization of the host species) as well as vertical transfer (co-specia-

tion with the host species). Recent work has shown that diet-related

(horizontal) colonization predicts the structure of microbial commun-

ities at large phylogenetic grains, whereas small-grain community struc-

ture reflects mostly the (vertical) co-speciation with the host (Groussin

et al., 2017). Moreover, Darwin’s naturalization hypothesis postulates

that communities are more likely to be invaded by species unrelated to

the resident species (reviewed by Thuiller et al., 2010). The potential

shift in the phylogenetic scale of the community (measured in terms of

the pairwise phylogenetic distance between the constituent species,

the age of their most recent common ancestor, etc.) might therefore

help to predict the success of potential invaders from different clades

(Godoy, Kraft, & Levine, 2014; Thuiller et al., 2010). Finally, phyloge-

netic metrics that target different depths of the phylogeny might be

used to guide conservation priorities (Redding, Mazel, & Mooers,

2014). Some communities consist of closely related species that show

a high degree of phylogenetic and functional redundancy (e.g., mam-

mals of South America), whereas others include a variety of species

with unique evolutionary histories (e.g., mammals of Africa; Oliveira

et al., 2016), which might qualify these communities to receive height-

ened attention from conservation biologists (Redding et al., 2014).

There are several promising avenues for further integration of phy-

logenetic scale into community ecology. First, even though cross-grain

and cross-extent approaches can be informative, as illustrated by the

case studies above (Chalmandrier et al., 2013; Mazel, Davies, Gallien

et al., 2016; Parmentier et al., 2014; Parra et al., 2010; Swenson, 2009),

phylogenetic grain and extent might prove hard to manipulate sepa-

rately, as changes in one often produce changes in the other (e.g., an

increase in phylogenetic extent also increases the range of grains cap-

tured by NRI and NTI; Swenson, 2009; Webb et al., 2002). Therefore,

it might be informative to identify the circumstances under which

cross-grain approaches (e.g., manipulating the metrics) are more power-

ful than cross-extent approaches (e.g., manipulating the null model),

and vice versa. Second, experiments can be designed to target specific

phylogenetic scales, where the processes of competition and environ-

mental filtering have been inferred to operate (Godoy et al., 2014).

Third, the grain of the analysis might be extended to include within-

species processes, relevant to community structure (e.g., trait variation,

demographic structure), as advocated by the field of community genet-

ics (Hersch-Green, Turley, & Johnson, 2011).

2.3 | Biogeography and niche conservatism

Biogeographical patterns, such as species distributions and diversity

gradients, might be shaped by the conservatism of ecological niches

(Wiens & Graham, 2005), and much discussion has been dedicated to

the question of whether or not niches are conserved (Pyron, Costa,

Patten, & Burbrink, 2015; Wiens & Graham, 2005). Nonetheless, it

might be more fruitful to reframe this question in terms of phylogenetic

scale. Niches might be conserved over some phylogenetic scales but

not others, and we can investigate how this scale dependence of niche

conservatism contributes to various biogeographical patterns.

One such pattern involves regional differences in species richness.

Most taxa reach their highest richness in the tropics, but some taxa do

not, probably because the climatic niches of these taxa have been

conserved over different phylogenetic scales (Buckley et al., 2010;

Donoghue, 2008; Wiens & Graham, 2005). For example, most clades

of mammals failed to invade the temperate zone, presumably because

their climatic niches were conserved over large phylogenetic scales,

and consequently accumulated high richness in the tropics. In contrast,

relaxed conservatism, restricted to small scales, in the ancestors of

present-day rabbits and hares might have allowed the clade to invade

the temperate zone (North America and Eurasia) where rabbits and

hares later successfully diversified (Rolland, Condamine, Jiguet, &

Morlon, 2014). Climatic-niche shifts, which often span a short period in

the history of a clade, might lead to diversification episodes that enrich

the diversity of regional biotas (Buckley et al., 2010; Donoghue, 2008;

Glor, 2010; Wiens & Graham, 2005). Consequently, the evaluation of

niche conservatism across phylogenetic scales might inform us about

the formation of diversity gradients.

Diversity patterns may be influenced further by regional extinc-

tions (Cahill et al., 2012; Jackson & Weng, 1999), which may be more

prevalent at particular phylogenetic scales. Extinctions triggered by cli-

matic changes during the Pleistocene wiped out many genera of trees,

but only a few of the tree families (Jackson & Weng, 1999), probably

because the climatic niches of the trees were more frequently con-

served at the genus level than at the family level (Cahill et al., 2012;

Donoghue, 2008). The extinction footprint of climate change might

therefore depend on the phylogenetic scale of niche conservatism.

Evaluating scale-dependent vulnerability to extinction seems particu-

larly relevant in the face of the ongoing climatic and land-use changes,

and the results of such an evaluation might inform us about the pat-

terns of loss of phylogenetic diversity (Purvis, 2008). Taken together,

even though it has long been recognized that niches are conserved to

varying degrees (Blomberg et al., 2003; Buckley et al., 2010; Donoghue,

2008; Price et al., 2014; Pyron et al., 2015; Wiens & Graham, 2005),

few studies have systematically investigated this variation across phylo-

genic scales despite the promise that such investigation might enhance

our understanding of the most conspicuous patterns in biogeography,

such as diversity gradients.

2.4 | Macroecology

Macroecologists are concerned with statistical patterns observed

across large spatial and temporal scales, such as body size distributions,

species–area relationships or species-abundance distributions (Brown,

1995). They rarely consider phylogenetic scale explicitly in their

research even though the concept may help to identify ‘ecological laws’

(universal patterns in ecology; Marquet et al., 2004; Storch & �Sizling,

2008) and the mechanisms (biological, statistical and geometric) behind

these laws and other non-universal patterns (Marquet et al., 2004;

Storch & �Sizling, 2008).

Many of the famous patterns in macroecology emerge only across

a narrow range of phylogenetic scales (Buckley et al., 2010; Damuth,

1981; �Sizling, Kunin, �Sizlingov�a, Reif, & Storch, 2011; Storch & �Sizling,
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2008). For example, population abundance and body mass are nega-

tively correlated across birds and mammals (which represent large phy-

logenetic scales), presumably because the low metabolic requirements

of small-bodied species permit these species to reach high abundances

(Damuth, 1981; Isaac, Storch, & Carbone, 2011; Figure 1b). However,

the correlation often disappears in narrowly defined taxa, representing

small phylogenetic scales and comprising ecologically similar species

(Cotgreave, 1994; Figure 2d), within which small-bodied species are

competitively inferior to large-bodied species (sensu Figure 1d;

Cotgreave, 1994).

Multiscale analyses may also be used to test the so-called ‘ecologi-

cal laws’. By definition, these laws must be universal and therefore hold

across phylogenetic scales (sensu Figure 2d). Two classic examples of

such laws, the SAR and SAD, were presumed to conform universally to

particular mathematical forms (the power-law function and the lognor-

mal distribution, respectively; Preston, 1948; Rosenzweig, 1995). How-

ever, if two sister taxa follow power-law SARs and lognormal SADs

that differ in their parameters, it can be demonstrated mathematically

that the clade containing both sister taxa cannot follow either the

power-law SAR or the lognormal SAD (�Sizling et al., 2011; Storch &
�Sizling, 2008). The fact that these patterns, consequently, cannot be

truly universal means that they do not represent ecological laws, as

was previously presumed, and implies either that current theories to

explain these patterns are fundamentally ill founded or that the pat-

terns pertain to certain phylogenetic scales only (Storch & �Sizling,

2008). The latter possibility suggests that phylogenetic scales form

domains (Box 2), within which some of the current theories might

apply, and an explicit delimitation of these domains might consequently

further inform the theories.

3 | PHYLOGENETIC SCALE IN PRACTICE

In this section, we consider strategies to investigate patterns across phy-

logenetic scales. Phylogenetic scale often has been considered within an

exploratory framework, whereby patterns were identified across a range

of scales and then explained in the light of specific events or mecha-

nisms. Another possible approach relies on testing a priori hypotheses,

which are based on mechanisms assumed to operate over certain phylo-

genetic scales. Both of these approaches (exploratory and hypothesis

testing) have their strengths, and either may be appropriate, depending

on the objective of a given study. Either approach can be pursued using

existing methods (Tables 1 and 2) to investigate a variety of attributes

(diversification rates, the strength of niche conservatism, patterns of

community structure, etc.) across scales. The attributes may vary with-

out any obvious trend (phylogenetic scale dependence) or with a trend

across the phylogeny (phylogenetic scaling) or stay unchanged across

discrete segments of the phylogeny (phylogenetic domains; Box 2).

3.1 | Choice of phylogenetic scale

Most researchers are aware that the choice of the studied clade implic-

itly determines the phylogenetic scale of their investigation. Nonetheless,

studies are rarely designed around the phylogenetic scale most suitable

for a particular question, instead they are often designed around a clade

of interest (especially around named taxa, such as angiosperms, prokar-

yotes, birds, tetrapods or vertebrates). The implicit choice of the phylo-

genetic scale might then largely predetermine our conclusions. For

example, to address the question whether competition limits species

coexistence, small phylogenetic extents (e.g., genera, or clades where

species can be reasonably assumed to compete with each other) pro-

duce more meaningful tests than large extents (e.g., birds, tetrapods),

where most species are so ecologically divergent that competition is

unlikely to be detected (Cavender-Bares et al., 2009; M€unkem€uller et al.,

2014). The same applies to the investigation of niche conservatism,

diversification slowdowns or macroecological patterns (e.g., universal

patterns are more likely to emerge at large extents where clade-specific

idiosyncrasies cancel out; O’Meara, 2012; �Sizling et al., 2011; Storch,

2016). Nonetheless, even with a specific question at hand, it might

sometimes be preferable to avoid working at a single scale and, instead,

investigate how the attribute of interest behaves at multiple scales.

3.2 | Phylogenetic scale dependence

Many attributes naturally vary, without any clear trend, across the phy-

logeny, especially when the phylogeny is large (�1,000 species; Figure

1 and Box 2; O’Meara, 2012), such that the conclusions based on one

phylogenetic scale might not hold for another scale. Cetacean system-

atists, for example, had long been perplexed as to why there is little

correspondence between diversification dynamics estimated from the

fossil record and phylogenetic trees (Morlon et al., 2011). The corre-

spondence between the two datasets emerged only when considering

diversification heterogeneity across clades. The results suggested that

individual clades, representing small phylogenetic extents (i.e., rorquals,

ocean dolphins, porpoises and beaked whales), had their own diversifi-

cation dynamics that were obscured at the phylogenetic extent of ceta-

ceans as a whole (Morlon et al., 2011), implying that the conclusions

from one scale did not apply to another scale. Moreover, when

detected, phylogenetic scale dependence reveals the natural variation

in the attribute of interest that would otherwise remain hidden.

3.3 | Phylogenetic scaling

Phylogenetic scaling refers to the situation when the attribute of inter-

est changes following a clear trend along the scale axis (e.g., the

strength of niche conservatism systematically decreases with clade age;

Box 2). Scaling should be most prevalent across mutually nested clades

because the patterns associated with large clades are inherently deter-

mined by the patterns of clades nested within them. For example, the

diversification rate of a clade is determined by the rate values of its

subclades, similar to the way in which the species richness of a spatial

plot is determined by the richness of its subplots. Consequently, it

should be possible to predict the value of an attribute at a particular

phylogenetic scale from the knowledge of those values at other scales,

much as it is possible to estimate species richness within large geo-

graphical areas, based on the knowledge of richness within small areas

(Chave, 2013; Storch, 2016). When characterized mathematically,
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phylogenetic scaling should allow for predictions across phylogenetic

scales not covered by the phylogeny under consideration (i.e., upscaling

or downscaling).

3.4 | Domains of phylogenetic scale

Domains are discrete segments of a phylogeny, such as monophyletic

clades or sets of nodes, which show homogeneity in the attribute of

interest (Box 2). Traditionally, phylogenetic domains were delimited by

taxonomists whose objective was to organize species into biologically

meaningful units, such as families, orders or classes. These units are

based mostly on morphological and ecological attributes. Phylogenetic

domains, however, can also encompass clades that show diversification

homogeneity, comparable rates of morphological evolution or similar

life-history trade-offs. Therefore, the delimitation of domains might

rely on the natural history of the group (key innovations, episodes of

historical dispersal, extinction events, etc.) but also on statistical meth-

ods that do not require any such prior knowledge (Table 2). The statisti-

cally delimited domains might be more transparent and reproducible,

but harder to interpret biologically. However, they may also reveal oth-

erwise unnoticed events and shifts in a clade’s history that may have

contributed significantly to its present-day characteristics.

Phylogenetic domains may also facilitate statistical inference, given

that most comparative methods assume that the attributes analysed

TABLE 1 Ecological and evolutionary attributes that can vary across phylogenetic scales

Field Examined attribute Methods for the evaluation of the attribute Implementation in R

Evolution and
diversification

Diversification mode Coalescent inference to distinguish between accelera-
tions, slowdowns and saturation (Morlon, Potts, &
Plotkin, 2010)

RPANDA (Morlon et al., 2016)

Diversification rate Product–moment estimators (Magallon & Sanderson,
2001), equal-splits measures (Jetz et al., 2012)

ape (Paradis, Claude, & Strimmer,
2004), geiger2 (Pennell et al.,
2014)

Slowdown strength Gamma statistic (Pybus & Harvey, 2000) laser (Rabosky, 2007)

Community ecology
and biogeography

Community structure
and phylogenetic
diversity

Phylometrics (NRI, NTI, MNND, MPD, PD) (Faith,
1992; Swenson, 2009; Webb et al., 2002)

picante (Kembel et al., 2010), Phy-
loMeasures (Tsirogiannis & Sandel,
2016)

Niche conservatism
and trait evolution

Phylogenetic signal Pagel’s lambda (Freckleton et al., 2002), Blomberg’s K
(Blomberg et al., 2003; but see Revell, Harmon, &
Collar, 2008)

geiger2 (Pennell et al., 2014), picante
(Kembel et al., 2010)

Evolutionary rates Brownian motion model (Edwards & Cavalli-Sforza,
1964; Felsenstein, 1985), Ornstein–Uhlebeck model
(Hansen, 1997), ACDC model (Blomberg et al., 2003)

ape (Paradis et al., 2004), geiger2
(Pennell et al., 2014)

Biogeography and
macroecology

Statistical relationship Function relating two variables (linear, polynomial,
exponential) or distribution functions (lognormal,
exponential)

base (R Core Team, 2017), nlme
(Pinheiro, Bates, DebRoy, Sarkar,
& R Core Team, 2016)

Relationship strength Pearson’s correlation, Spearman’s correlation base (R Core Team, 2017)

Note. Each attribute is listed together with concrete examples of methods for its evaluation. These methods return the results for one clade at a time
and therefore need to be repeated across clades covering different scales to investigate phylogenetic scale dependence, scaling and the domains of
scale (Box 2).

TABLE 2 Methods that work across phylogenetic scales

Studied pattern/process Method Results Software and references

Diversification BAMM, MEDUSA, REVBAYES Shifts in diversification rates and
regimes (constant diversification,
accelerations, slowdowns) across
the entire phylogeny

BAMMtools (Rabosky, 2014), geiger2 (Alfaro et al.,
2009; Pennell et al., 2014), REVBAYES (H€ohna
et al., 2016)

Trait evolution BAMM, SURFACE, NODIV,
MOTMOT, PIC, OU, ACDC,
BM, CONSENTRAIT

Changes in the values and rates of
traits (morphological, behavioural,
physiological, molecular) across
the phylogeny

BAMMtools (Rabosky, 2014), surface (Ingram &
Mahler, 2013), nodiv (Borregaard et al., 2014),
MOTMOT (Thomas & Freckleton, 2012), ape and
geiger2 (Blomberg et al., 2003; Butler & King,
2004; Edwards & Cavalli-Sforza, 1964; Felsen-
stein, 1985; Hansen, 1997; Paradis et al., 2004;
Pennell et al., 2014), consenTRAIT (Martiny et al.,
2013)

Geographical
distributions

BIOGEOBEARS, LAGRANGE,
NODIV, DIVA, BDTT

Dispersal and colonization events,
shifts in the geographical distri-
butions, changes in community
structure

BioGeoBEARS (Matzke, 2014), LAGRANGE (Ree
et al., 2008), nodiv (Borregaard et al., 2014), DIVA
(Ronquist & Sanmartín, 2011), BDTT (Groussin
et al., 2017)

Note. These methods return comprehensive results for the entire phylogeny, which can be used to investigate scale dependence, scaling and the
domains of scale (Box 2). The results of each method are briefly explained, and relevant sources for further reference are listed.
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Box 2. Research across phylogenetic scales

Many attributes, including diversification rates, the strength of niche conservatism or the phylogenetic structure of a community, vary

across phylogenetic scales (Table 1). They can vary in three different ways:

a. Phylogenetic scale dependence refers to the situation when the attribute of interest changes across phylogenetic scales without any

clear trend. In this case, the results from one scale might be difficult to extrapolate to another scale (e.g., the rate of trait evolution

changes unpredictably with the size of the clade).

b. Phylogenetic scaling occurs when the attribute of interest changes systematically along the scale axis. The interpretation of scaling is

at least threefold, depending on the underlying mechanism (note that only one of the mechanisms is biological):

1. Statistical scaling is a sample-size effect whereby the statistical power of the analysis increases with increasing scale, such that

the attribute of interest appears to change systematically from small to large scales. For example, diversification slowdowns tend

to strengthen with clade size, partly because a slowdown is easier to detect in a large clade (Machac et al., 2013). Although the

inferred values of the attribute itself may be technically correct, their systematic variation across scales is biologically irrelevant.

2. Artefacts result when a statistical analysis becomes increasingly misleading toward the deep nodes of the phylogeny, resulting in

incorrect and potentially biased estimates for the attribute of interest (e.g., ancestral reconstructions under dispersal–vicariance

models often erroneously suggest that the ancestor occupied all of the regions examined; Ronquist & Sanmartín, 2011). Methodo-

logical artefacts can be mitigated using various statistical corrections or when the results are validated using supplementary data,

such as fossils.

3. Phylogenetic scaling in the strict sense occurs when the studied attribute changes across scales because the underlying biological

process changes. This type of scaling can therefore inform us about the processes that generate the observed patterns. When

described mathematically, true scaling may allow extrapolation across scales, even those not included in the original study (i.e.,

downscaling or upscaling of the patterns under study).

c. Domains of phylogenetic scale refer to the segments of the phylogeny (monophyletic clades, sets of nodes, etc.) within which the

attribute of interest stays relatively unchanged. The attribute might change abruptly between domains, indicating changes in the

underlying biological processes. For example, a shift in the diversification regime detected on a phylogeny might indicate a change in

the life-history trade-offs, the emergence of a key innovation, etc.

FIGURE. Numerous attributes can be studied across phylogenetic scales (Tables 1 and 2), which can be defined in terms of clade size,

clade age, tree depth (i.e., time slices through the tree), etc. The data points in all three panels represent clades for which the attribute

(e.g., diversification rate) and the phylogenetic scale (e.g., clade age) were calculated. The right panel depicts only one phylogenetic domain,

delimited by the horizontal segment, within which the examined attribute stays unchanged.
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are homogeneous (e.g., regression slopes do not vary across genera

within the analysed family, diversification is homogeneous across the

analysed phylogenetic lineages) and return spurious results when

applied to clades that show a mixture of patterns and processes

(Maddison & FitzJohn, 2015; Mazel, Davies, Georges et al., 2016;

Morlon et al., 2011; O’Meara, 2012; Figure 1d). Phylogenetic domains

may therefore help to identify when comparative methods report rea-

sonably reliable results and when their conclusions must be interpreted

with caution because the results span different domains and the under-

lying assumptions have been violated.

3.5 | Methods of cross-scale analysis

Methods that can be used to investigate patterns across phylogenetic

scales either evaluate the attribute of interest for one clade at a time

(Table 1) or work across the entire phylogeny and return tree-wide

results that can be investigated further specifically with respect to phy-

logenetic scale (Table 2). The method introduced by Borregaard et al.

(2014), for example, proceeds across the phylogeny and identifies the

nodes whose descendant clades underwent conspicuous geographical,

phenotypic or ecological shifts (Borregaard et al., 2014). Similar meth-

ods have also been developed to investigate community structure

across various phylogenetic grains (Parmentier et al., 2014) and phylo-

genetic extents (Chalmandrier et al., 2013). In macroevolution, statisti-

cal algorithms that proceed across the entire phylogeny are not

uncommon and have been used to identify shifts in diversification rates

(e.g., BAMM, MEDUSA, REVBAYES; Alfaro et al., 2009; H€ohna et al.,

2016; Rabosky, 2014) and historical distributions (e.g., LAGRANGE,

BIOGEOBEARS; Matzke, 2014; Ree, Smith, & Baker, 2008; Ronquist &

Sanmartín, 2011). These shifts then delimit those segments of the phy-

logeny that are homogeneous in terms of their diversification and/or

geographical distributions, such that the segments might be used as

phylogenetic grains for further analysis (i.e., elementary and homogene-

ous units of analysis) or interpreted as phylogenetic domains (Box 2).

Phylogenetically independent contrasts (PICs; Felsenstein, 1985) are

also calculated for the entire phylogeny and thus capture trends across

an inclusive range of phylogenetic scales. Yet, they are rarely explored

with respect to the phylogenetic scale itself (sensu Figure 2d), although

such an approach was advocated early on in the history of the develop-

ment of these methods (Garland, Harvey, & Ives, 1992; e.g., contrasts

might decline from the root toward the tips, indicating progressively

decreasing evolvability in the trait of interest). Transformations that dis-

tort the relative lengths of branches within a tree (e.g., the rho transfor-

mation) have also been advocated as an efficient way of comparing

evidence from different (especially shallow and deep) parts of the tree

(Grafen, 1989). These examples together illustrate the range of tools

that can readily be used for cross-scale analyses. Most studies, how-

ever, work with select clades only, despite the commonly cited concern

that clade selection is typically non-random and might bias the results

of the study (Cusimano & Renner, 2010), whereas cross-scale analyses

remain relatively underused.

Two potential issues, associated with the evaluation of all nodes

within a phylogeny, are data non-independence and nestedness. Non-

independence can readily be accommodated by widely used compara-

tive methods (e.g., PIC, PGLS; Felsenstein, 1985; Freckleton, Harvey, &

Pagel, 2002; Grafen, 1989). These methods typically estimate the same

parameters as their conventional counterparts (e.g., intercepts, regres-

sion slopes, group means) but adjust the confidence intervals of these

parameters based on the inferred degree of phylogenetic correlation in

the data (Freckleton et al., 2002; Rohlf, 2006). The nestedness of the

data is more difficult to accommodate. For example, the diversification

rate of a clade is inherently determined by the rate values across its

constituent subclades. Nestedness therefore extends beyond the phy-

logenetic correlation of rate values and reflects how the value for a

clade is produced by the subclade values. This information cannot read-

ily be accommodated with the currently available methods (Felsenstein,

1985; Freckleton et al., 2002; Grafen, 1989; O’Meara, 2012), which

therefore do not guarantee proper estimates of statistical significance

across nested data. For these reasons, we argue that parameter esti-

mates can be extracted, compared and analysed across nested clades,

but their significance needs to be interpreted cautiously. Likewise, scal-

ing relationships in spatial ecology (e.g., species–area relationship) can

be studied meaningfully without correcting for the nestedness of the

measured units (e.g., grid cells, ecoregions, biomes), given that well-

developed theory exists to link the measurements from different scales

(Chave, 2013; Storch, 2016). Therefore, new theories that would illumi-

nate how different attributes of interest (e.g., diversification rates,

regression slopes, phylogenetic signal) combine and compound across

nested hierarchies, as well as methods that would reliably capture

these changes, would surely enrich the investigation of patterns across

the phylogeny.

4 | CONCLUSION

It is well established that different processes dominate over different

spatial and temporal scales. Phylogenetic scale has received only lim-

ited attention even though much research in ecology and evolution

today relies on molecular phylogenies (Tables 1 and 2). Explicit consid-

eration of different aspects of phylogenetic scale, including grain,

extent, scale dependence, phylogenetic scaling and the domains of phy-

logenetic scale can therefore inform multiple fields (e.g., macroevolu-

tion, community ecology, biogeography, macroecology).

We discussed phylogenetic scale largely in isolation from spatial

and temporal scales, but these types of scale will often be related. For

instance, competitive exclusion may be prominent among closely

related species within local communities over short time periods

(Cavender-Bares et al., 2009). Conversely, plate tectonics might influ-

ence deeper nodes in a phylogeny and operate over broad geographical

extents (Willis & Whittaker, 2002). In some notable cases, however,

the spatial and phylogenetic scales may not be related. Diversity

anomalies, such as New Caledonia or Madagascar, represent examples

of decoupling where rich biotas that encompass extensive phylogenetic

scales diversified in a relatively small region (Espeland & Murienne,

2011). In contrast, recent radiations within grasses and rodents have

had a large geographical footprint but encompass only a few relatively
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young clades (Edwards et al., 2010). Evaluating when different types of

scale are coupled (or decoupled) might yield new insights into the evo-

lutionary history of different clades and regions (Levin, 1992; Rose-

nzweig, 1995; Wiens, 1989; Willis & Whittaker, 2002).

We hope that the perspective presented here will spur further the-

oretical, empirical and methodological research. Explicit consideration

of phylogenetic scale may turn our focus away from particular mecha-

nisms toward the appreciation of the interplay of multiple processes

that together, but over different phylogenetic scales, shape the diver-

sity of life.
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